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IES BEING FORMED
TO DRILL IN STATE
TO
BEADY
OPERATIONS
8TA&T IK NEW LOCATIONS
DRILLERS ENCOURAGED
FORMABT PROMISING
TION
The petroleum business has grown
to enormous proportions. In fact
the oil industry heads the list
of American enterprises. The output
in March this year was 30,412.000
barrels, an increase of 2,001,000 barrels over February. The average
daily production in March this year
was STJ.OOO harries. There is a mark
ed upward trend in production.
Bat the production is not keeping
pace with the increase In demand
for oil and there must be further
increase in production to keep industries dependent on oil going. This
strong demand wilt keep the price
of oil at an attractive figure to the

to-d- ay

producer
Under

these conditions there is
naturally active search for new oil
fields and this accounts largely for
the growing interest in exploring the
promising prospects that are found
in so many different parts of New
Mexico. The explorations now getting under way in the state are
therefore carried on with energy and
determination to locate commercial

Hie

well

informed

oil men

and

their geologists that have scouted
over tlie state, are fully convinced
tha o;l is present in commercial
quantities in many parts. But all indications are that it will require deep
drilling tocate it. But even if the
oit lies deep if present in commercial quantities, that fact is not discouraging to the
oil man.

The locating of commercial oil in
New Mexico will give the state a
real opportunity for growth and the
development of its many other latent
It is therefore
natural resources.
highly important that operators with
capital be given the support of every
loyal citizen that exploration may be
Reliable companies are
expedited.
already in the field, preparing to
begin operations. By fair treatment
many more may be induced to come
to the sbite'and undertake exploration.
The paat week shows increased activity in oit circles and also a tendency to explore additional territory.
As instances of this tendency may
be named that western Socorrocoun-t- y
is getting closer attention and El
Paso men are coming just across
the line into New Mexico to make
a test. Some geologists have completed their investigations and are

1
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;

7
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preparing their reports. Oilier geologists have come recently and are
getting a line on the formation before makmg a detailed investigation.
A number of men have come to the
state to look the ground over and
judging from appearances they like
the looks of things and are looking
around for respectable blocks of

j
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land at reasonable figures. The reliable oil man backs off when he
tli inks that he is being held up on
prices
N.
Twps.
More rigs have been contracted for County below Lamy and the Gypsy acreage 2,560, located in Tp.
E.
to be shipped at the earliest time Company is working steadily near. Range 29 E.
Montezuma
Pttroleum Co., AlbuSome machinery is arriv- Anton C'hico. No report is at haul' Earnest Ruib, Raton, least No. 201
possible
querque, lease No .100 dated
as
to
the
the
initial
of
dated
for
10nntl,
the
location
and
drilling!
progress
to
payment
going
ing
2- JKlU.OO. acreace
in Twp. 27 inital pavment
Derricks are going tip as on the Bell ranch.
acreage 2,?4'i 16,
drilling
.148 04. located
in Twp. B ' Ranje
Thty are extremely busy in west N. Ranpe ?0 E.
rapidly a; possible. In this connec10 E
tion it needs be noted that the rigs Texas south of the New Mexico' J. L. Ifohbs. Raton lease No. 20ft
J. H. Hid..n. El Pao, Texas, lease
The Hueco basin i being dated
initial pavtr-n- t
$10000.
now gong in are the best that can line.
injt al .pavment
be bought and designed for deep thoroughly invest ated on both sides acreage 2.14 ?, located in Tup 20 No. 250 dated
M25.00. acreage 8.2O0.2S;
m
K.
drilling! The derricks are also built of the state line. Rumors are afloat N". Rin.re
K
Rancre
E.
I. If. H irdon, F.I Paso, Texas, lease Twps
with care This indicates that the as to early operations In the Pecos
niti-- l
Roswell. Ieac No JO,,
,b)R
No
da'ed
nun back of the operations means Valley of Texas the F.l
pay Jaffa Miller,
IS. initial payment $1
is getting ready for operations ment J 175 00,- acreage 11.927.12 locat- 'dated
real business and are not speculators
00.1
MS
19. located m Tv. p- acreace
7 N
in leases or promoters to sell oil near Patrole north of Pecos and the' ed in Twps.
Range
S
N. Range
and
Sunshine Company is setting up an- F.
'
stock
21
E.
Over in Quay County, on the Texas other rig for shallow dr.lling to test
C. M. R chirds. Carlsbad, lease No.
Jaffa Miller, Roswell, leae Ur. 195
initial pavment
side especially, things are moving out the promising sand stru.k at 2"0 daled 4
19. init'&l pavment
feet in their I.aura well.
$10000. acresije .164.00 located in dated
with more 'han usual speed. Ama-rillThe oil fever is also striking Ari- Twps.
acreage 1.10617 V0, located in Twp,
.!',
is much interested here. A loS. Ranee 27 E.
S.
Range
cation for drilling at Rana in sec- zona citizens hard and new districts! Wi'I F Isi.ii Is. las Truces, 1ci,e '0.7
K.
initial pavment 28
tion 25, township 13 north range 35 are likely to be investigated. Drill-- , S's 27" dated 4
Roy. lease No 2r.').
east has been selected and the con- jiiitf continues around liolbrook and' vytm acreaf--e 5 040 located in Twps. Fred S.
dated
F.
tract for drilling let. The rig will otlfer places in the state. Vuma y 21 S.
pavment $Ks').-Oo- .
acreace 110S.12.8.1, located in Twos
It is re- among otl.cr localities proposes to! fut:n P Crile. Las Cruces leae
be in place very shortly.
N
Rmm
"9
V ?"& dated 4 2
irlt,..! pavrcen'
ported that a standard rig will be drill.
V,
The trunk Ine railroads operating' eono. acreage 6 M'
Incited in .'0 2i
used and the derrick is of steel. Rana
!in
New
Mexico
are
of
S Raepf 27. 4 E.
is some eieh'een mites north
sitting tip and T.rns
Fred S.
Ri.v, lii e No
.U - V. F
Glenrio ard the material is hauled taking notice cf the state-wid- e
'2
oil, 2
intial pavment
Homer P. I ee. Tlsl!r,s, Texas lese i27l dited
from there or from Endee.
eVploration. Their oil geolog sts are
110.im.20. I.ira'ed in
Should oil Vo 19J
iriiin' tssvment ,S1.0O).
Another well will soon be sunk near keeping tab on things.
V Range ) .50 5,1
'n iTwps.
Glenrio and another may be started be found in New Mexico, it wi,uld! 'OnO0. arn-sr114 57 bsea'ed
E.
N
near Endee. It is also benefit both the Souihern Pacific' Twps.
bv July
S. an I
Ranfje
New Mexvo Oi!
Northeistern
14 F..
reported that two wells will be drill- jand the Santa Fe. The Southern' i
141 dated
. Roy. traso No.
F. T. Carter C. ! l.sd leise y.- Co
el just arrows the I'ne in Texas. So Pacific uses oil burning locomotives
:ri!i,--- l .ravmc-- t
110..
?.2"
acr
,
i i.-Glenrio looks an oil center.
jas far west as El Paso, the oil com-- 1 "7
n Tu p 1;,M. located in Twos
The work on the rig near I.csbia iing from Galveston. The Santa Fe 'OTicy ,frt,P, t
,,rcd
"0
K .nr,M.
?7-- r
uses oil as far west as Atrarillo! 16 S. Ran
F.
often railed the Pound well, is
E.
its own field in Oklabonia. i C N. riackw-lease No. I
Paon.
though it has been more 'from
. i, .
r
..
:
,t
Norilienster-- i New Mexico Oil Co
r
t..,.
u ..iI iu i' 707 dated
")
or less delayed bv slow arrival of
,uau,
itatt lucii
.
No
H' da'ret
located in Twp
Actual drilling will soon California.
material.
,rrrjr,P
The state land office is still nrin-- j ?7 V. rJ.nv 2S K
(initial pavment $625 CI, .creace 1T6- be tinder way on this well. The
in
located
V.i ft.5m,
Twps 10
Cirl A. N'tns Rs'on.
test in Q'iav Counts- should be cipallv occupied with application!,
V. RjT-e20
thoroueh as reliable m"n with plenty for oil teases. Applications are mm- -' "Vi (tc1 4 9 "! iii'ht rvnif"! '16
E.
tocs'rd n Twp Us
of capita!- - are back ol the present ing thick and fast and extra help etnofV) , r.,rr
Northeastern New Meyir,- Ol Co.
is necessary
to keep i;p with the)
operat:ons
irii- tl
leste Vl iPov, It ae No '42. d ted
There is t slackening of snced work. No f'gvres are available ofl C; K S.Vi'C-s- -n
t3 VG 79
4 t
pavment 5625 00, atrese
in the Tula-os- a
basin. This district the total acreace approved or the! n rtite
'::r1
p?vme"t
I
2 f." 7
located in Unfjttd in Twps
is attraetinT treneral attention and money rccered for ol leases.
einopfl
2. F.
26 V Pan?- - ""1 V.
jRr.nc-Stat Land Oil Leases
there to lonV
many are the
Northeastern New Mexico
Rston. lease No
f,,
over the situation. But so far the J. F. Hinkle.' Roswell. lease No. rt. II.
'Ror.
!
No.
"VI1
U4
JMed
base
4
initial pavmert
etai,onlv rir that is actuMly coiner in 2? dated
rsivrrept
107.00,
$ti2;
5.130.
in
located
pavment
is the Cox outfit in the Dona Ana $20)00. acreage
e.r!f! ir
Twps. einnori sr
21
'y-.-07(,f1. located in Tmrts
S. Range 29 E.
v. v,v?t
E.
county part of the basin. From the
H
tease Vi W N. Ranre 21
Frank Herron, Las Crucei. lease
way the Cor Company starts ont it
r,ri...i
Fred S Rrown. R"v, lease No. 270
initial pavment
;nit:a1 navrpen MnftPO
is certain that it' will make a No 254 dated
:nit:al pavmen $1.000..
thorough test. From reports the lo- S10000, acreage 2,480.24. V.located in ereaee 2.v1, located in Twp. 26 N Idated
'.OA acreatre 101.538 79. located in Twns.
S Range f
29 V..
cation is considered a very desirable Twps.
Rppe
N. . RaPe
r
Ds?1s. Tenas. lease
P.
Jamet A. French, Snta Fe. lease
r.ne from every point of view. The
E.
777 di'ed
initial payment
initial pavment 31
progress of the operations of this No. 2 dated
OR
Oil
Nfw
DO
ATi
Cinantea Incorporated
lr201
bunted in
company will be watched with much $10000. acreage 2.164M, located in
Tularosa Oil Company, registered
N. Ranpe 25-- 2 E.
Twns.
interest throughout the state.
Twp 30 N. Range 9 W.
nvles
O. F. Featheriton, Trustee. Deminqj
A. FrenHi Santa Fe. lease office about six and one-ha?am
The drilling at Columbus br the
initial Vo. XV da'fd
initial payment north of Tnlarom; D. C. Sutton,
Valley Company is given close at- lease No. 252 dated
tention The black limestone forma-.- 4 payment $1000.00, acreage 100425.05, H250O. rrere 2.R24W. located in ttatutory agent:R- incorporators : J. D.
Stevens and J. - Ellis. El Paso, Tex.;
0
E.
Two. 8 N. Ranr
ion in which the drill is working located in Two.
S. Range
Testa, lease J. H. Rapes. Hurley. N. M.
J. H. H trdon. El
may be the cap to the real oil refnW.al pay
No. 310 elated
servoir.
Playas Basin Petroleum Comparer
Work hat not progressed W
iff. A. McetM. Rata, lease No. tent $40000, acreage, 1022373s locat- Silver City, H K, Incorporator! : p.
rapidSf ffteatry on tsccomt of drill
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Ocean to Ocmb Rand
Highway Engineer Leslie A. Gillett
received a remittance of $1,000.00,
from the commissioners of Quay
county to apply on the maintenance
of the Ocean to Ocean Highway
from the Texas ttate line on the
east to the Guadalupe county line on
the west. The ttate will contribute
a like sum.
e
Laa
Road
Bids will be opened on June 18th
by Highway
Engineer Leslie A.
Gillett for the construction of twelve
miles of road from Las Cruces to
Vf esquite, being Federal aid road project No. 15. The plans call for the
construction of a concrete road.
There is already a concrete road
from El Paso to the New Mexico
line and it is the purpose to connect
up eventually with a concrete road
to Las Cruces. The gap between
The Belen Oil Company of New
The State Highway Department
Mesquite and Anthony at the state
M'xiCO-leh
this
been
N;.Mexceptionally busy
line is
miles which will he conG.ncS,V?JtorU
Phillips.
week. Work on plans and specifica structed ten
later.
Franke. Will Hart. A. S. Keagy, Y. tions for Federal aid road projects
M. Read C. F. Fuller. A. E. D nwid-diis beinu rushed.
Three surveying
L. VV. Hicks all of Belen. N. M.
SESSION
parties in the field are either getting EXTRAORDINARY
Oil
Lake
Tatum,
Company,
Ranger
final figures on contemplated
proOF CONCRESS ASSEMBLES
N. M. Incorporators: W. H. Anderjects or making preliminary investson, Amos D. Jones, John H. P. igations.
n cable call
Congress assembled
Jones, M. R. Anderson, and George
State Highway Engineer Leslie A.
Bilderback, all of Tatum, N. M. This Gillett is just back from a tour of of the President in extraordinary
company controls leases on 75,000 insncction of marts in Grant. Luna session on Monday May P'th. Both
acres in the Ranger Lake section of Dona Ana, Sierra and Socorro coun- the Senate and the House were or
Lea County, which geologists have ties. He discussed with the local ganized by the Republicans. Senator
investigated carefully and pronounce authorities
for systematic Cummins of Iowa was elected presThe. company has road building.plans
very promising.
He also investigated ident pro tern, in the Senate and
an authorized capital of $250,000.00 several changes of location of roads representative Gillett of Massachusetts speaker of the House. The Pres.
with shares at $10000 each and plans in Socorro County.
and
are be inn; made for a deep test The
Assistant Highway Engineer A. O. ident't message came by cable
incorporators are bankers and lead- Peabody is spending the week in was read in both houses on luesing business men in that section of the eastern part of the state and day.
The messagie touches on many mat
the high plains.
looking over roads ready for cons- ters that
need attention. But a a
truction and other roasts under confew speciDEMOCRATIC HARMONY
sideration in Curry, Roosevelt, De whole the message makes
It is generally
IS STILL DISCORDANT Baca, Chaves, Eddy, and Lea coup-tie- fic recommendation.
hazy. The president recommends the
early return of the railroads and the
The Weekly Democrat of
Bids Askesl on Valencia Read
no tangible recom
in last week's issue reprints
The State Highway Department wires, but makes
the Jonrnal account of the meeting is advertising for bids for the con- mendations as to the legislation that
this about. The
of the BernaUlo County Democratic struction of twenty-on- e
miles of s necessary to bring
Committee
last week under this road from Armijo to Rio Puerco in section of the tomessage on lanorTheis
pass anywhere
startling headline: "Welding the Valencia County. Thit is known as vague enough
the Pres.
Democratic Fractures" according to Federal aid project No. 4. Bids are general tone indicates that
not want to
Mr. Arthur Setigman.
asked for the grading and the sur- ident at this time does
in
any quarter.
At the meeting referred to, coun- facing of gravel and crushed rock, stir up antagonism
Congress is settling right down to
ty chairman O..N. Matron resigned and also on bridges and culverts. work.
The
appropriations bill must
and after much dickering the resigna- The bids will be opened by State
quickly to keep the
tion wat accepted and Albert G Engineer Leslie A. Gillett June 24th. he passed machine
Woman's
go'ntr.
Simmt elected to fill the vacancy.
Lea Count
Sends Funds
passed the
Mr. Seligman was present and told; Lea County has made the first pay- - suffrage has alreadywants
s
a
The country
Honse
briefly what the state central com - ,ment of its share of the cost of
that will
and
sesion
leg:l.ition
1920.
mittee wat doing to line up for
Federal aid project No, 10. This is
the country ont of the waiting
The Weekly Democrat comments a piece of bad road across the sands take
The Renow prevalent.
condition
as follows:
five
about
miles long, near the Eddy
show a disposition to meet
"The preceding is reprinted from County line, being a link in the publicans
the situation.
Al- -'
the copper-plateroad. The plans
copper-riveteMorning Journal. The! are nearing completion and actual
huqtierque
Weekly Democrat was not even ac- - construction will be under way in the THE FOREST SERVICE
corded the courtesy of a notification summer.
TO BUILD TRAILS
that a meeting was to he held. There- The Metcalaro Sands Read
fore, we keep the promise made last
Preparations are progressing to Joseph C. Kircher, supervisor of
week, and hasten to give our read-- 1 build Federal aid
project No. 8
Forest, aners news of the doings of our state across the Mcscalero sands on the the Santa Fe woNational
k has started on a
nounces tli4t
road. Th
chairman and his coterie, quoted
trail in the Rito de los Friioles canchinery recently ordered will arrive
Republican sources.
of which
a in the near future.
Mr. Peabody is yon to the Frijoles fallsfalls are
within
second
time
"This. i it .the
,
These
....
.
there , are. two.
t
.
me ucm- - arraiiKins lor .inr
weex rnai ine rnairman oi
construction !...,
uy ,
A., ,d,-- r
.
ocratic State. Centra. Committee has force. account while in Chave, Conn- K
R
(lei.oerateiy ignored ine on v wem - .ty tins weeK.
Unn an(J f,e
nlace to
caves
oast the atKient Co- Painted
is
will
It
expected that a decision
ty. If this is his idea of the best
will open,
These
trails
method of "welding together the he reached by tomorrow as to the; chiti pueblo.
tor tourists to a most won- Democrats." we believe that there ate grading and surfacing of Federal aid; the way
i
a great manv members of the party project No. 1J from Roswell to Co - " CS,"', j;
will begin next week on a
Work
Bids have k.
neen
manche Springs.
.
who disagree with him."
., ,
w
" ' Ulllll SI Ullltlin. I, l ivi'vn ,,n -Cinl.
Coming from the Weekly Dem - asked twice for this construction, but Fe Canyon to the Pecos River at
ocrat. th'S noes not indicate that; no satistactory Pids were received the mouth of Indian
1' will
much headway has hern made in r.tiot ts nave oce.i ma, e since ne
w hr
nu, ,v)l llt th(. ,,, ,n(,j,n
v
hcalmu fractures or restoring
' -When completed tins
trail
fre.CK.
in the ranks of the Democratic factory way ot getting construction
, b
.,
WJv t.
con-for
i
the
The
!
started.
contract
Fe.
f
partv since the bunglcsome rampai
p
S,
.
culverts
and
191ft
of
of
wati
s'ruction
bridges
let to the Midland BridLt; Company.
a
THE HAGEN COAL FIELD
'FARMERS ASKED TO REPORT
r Road
WILL BE OPENED
Actual construction is now in pro- CONDITION OF THE CROPS
U'tess on the road from Taos to Santa
The I'nited Sulphur anil Develop-- 1 Fe. The work starts at Ranches in
During tlie month of Mil .th
ment Company has acquired what isiTaos county.
Forty convkts have farmers of b - state ,r' rcpies'isd
n
known as the Hagen mining
sent to work on this road,
to
repeirii r,t- t! r
San Juan County
erty. Mining of coal has been car-- i
condition and acreate
is
C.
ried on in this f;eld in a limited way
District Engineer J.
Harvey
.r t.g
last year oi winter win at
as proper development could not he in San Juan County
week. He
oats, barley, lye, apples,
made for lark of transportation. The is direiling the work u giving the wheat,
cliver. ali'alia. peas, beans cahi.,i;e
new owners propose to build a line finishing touches on the approaches onions, peaches, pears waterriehms.
1 he
fourteen miles long from Pino Vit-'t- o
the new sovernmctit brirlse at Cai'tali't'pcs. a:n! tiiackt
tilos near the north end of the dal Farminglon.
Other repair work is s'orl.tPen
thl
rt .pieste,!
g'v
.
' sir
fields to a po ut on the Santa Fe also being done in the ounty by Mr. cot-.,nl
ti.in !' th"v
;i
The construction Harvey.
near San Felipe
r r
lamb and rait
in August. The
Silver
a
Rita Road
planned to heg-M.u
If you
'o . - a
to
1 be Mate Highway Department has s. mi to
Ntw Mexico Central mav
I i,
H..rs
ij Ai;i.-nof
where
rt"!
on
f;eM
the Hagcn
'he
the ,i the r.uveaii
a sureying party in the field
ses at
Crop
, riiir'nc has Let in proe'ese it ton- - proposed road from iKe- - City ti I as t rii. et. N N x .
.f
! 10 buil-It
assured
be
The
is
can
Rita
S.mra
rpiality
nice
the
j.roj
of coal rtittcd in this field is re a
road. The trr ntorv
If the or.i- - d:flicsilt and it is 1'ki lv that it wil'l
ported of rrnod cratb-mean cn: In If a milit..ti dt.'lln ti btti' I SHEEP INDUSTRY
pertv 's develnped it lut'1
tlie road
heaoer coal for the east fi-- t
The tr.iff r over tHit i.nd
RECOVERING IN STATE
will he heavv t'roti tiie mi'i ' i canv t'.e state.
l
i!i
it v
ran Ft. lUyard.
reipnre nvvh
e
time to find the best
CROP CONDITIONS
pnpi-epori- of
the
he
obtain
an
WEEK ENDING MAY 20th, plans
appr.v.al
t.ert mi i' .nl c'i'-- '
plans hy the
2ss
A few local showers occurred,
hot t ruction tberefo-- e ran nut he
."e fine T e
otherwise the week was dry. rrvl I pec ted to beain f r --ttiO-!t
I, of tiie
and highlv favorable. Rapid
continued iu plaplinu corn, kafir.
Gallup-Zun- i
Road
milo. feferita, sorghums, ram an
I he county f,i M isii-.,ek s
beans. F.ariy planted grain is up and
'
i f: n
r...
to p'lt
C'lt'vatcn un.l.r way in southern paring
f
Tr
s
'!i-tn
7
in
r
to
cn-'rii
Wlir.-j and 'oats are di.'n"
valleys
Rn-ir:
MEMORIAL DAY WILL
t
finely. The firt cufing of a!''i!f' t'nlVp to
.
BE FITTINGLY OBSERVED
pr.;.i-.weather , vv;n- - The
ennt'rues
;
.:.
north
Kanres are fle,;p:-- f. t
vnltevs
I.
Tt-r 'r in
t II
and
trek ran :d'v reaini'MT
mtd
It.
lix the
fle sh. A"r-Ttrees are blooming t.r
il t?.'e id Zin: to ;he ictrvr'--'n".
f
and
ircnei
r;t
spravinc;
fuely
mTl'-.
r
v
'
travil IS it.,
:::
in central at.'l northern va !vs.
ai r
trv is et" ng tv. .nam
:t
th
"i.e.
:
t
to
Ike
UNIVFPS1TY
PRESIDENT STATE
j
Road
Hondo Mescal-r- o
RETIRES JULY FIRST
W. Vellacott, Matt Fowler,
and
Myrtle Unger, Silver City, N. M., G. STATE HIGHWAY
O. Gwyn, ttatutory agent.
O'Rourke Oil and Gat Company,
Alamogordo, N. M. Incorporators:
DEPARTMENT
IS
J. F. O'Rourke, El Paso, Texas: f.
V. Palmer and Harry H. McElroy,
Alamogordo.
ACTIVE OH ROADS
The Zinn Oil Company of Colorado
has filed itt article! with the New
Mexico Corporation Commission and
will enter business here. Registered
New Mexico office in Santa Fe and BUSH WORK ON PLANS.
A L. Zinn is the statutory agent.
PARTIES BUSY.
The Roswell Oil Company and the
Lucky Strike Electra Oil and Gas
CONTRACTS LET FOR
Company have filed notice of dissolution with the Corporation ComOF STATE AND
mission.
FORREST SERVICE ROADS
The Albuquerque Stock Exchange
has also filed articles of
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ing troubles that are so apt to come
OIL LOCATIONS ON GOVERNMENT LAND
at the most unexpected times. The
hole is more than 2300 feet and a six
'n Tr
inch bit is ttill used. The condition
CONTRIBUTED TO STATE RECORD BY F. S. D0NNELL
of the Hole according to reports is
good and in shape for a deep test.
Over in Hidalgo county there is increasing interest and early promise of
During the past few months 440). Where the alleged locator has
actual drilling in the Animas basin
of acres ol not made discovery, and has not rearound Steins west of Lordsburg. hundreds of thousands
tor the purpose of
The Pemkig Oil, Cas, and Develop- Government Lends have been filed tained possession
on as oil claims under what is known prosecuting work looking to a dislocament Company has selected
covery, his mere posting notice and
tion about two miles to the east of as the "Oil Placer Law."
Thit law wat passed Feb. 11. 1897, marking of boundaries upon the
Steins. As soon as the water well
will not terve to exclude
now being drilled is finished, the big and states, That any person au- ground who
may peaceably enter upon
rite will start down for oil. Other thorized to enter lands under the othen
which be it not actually
land
the
companies art preparing to begin mining laws of the United States may
or
conworking
occupying; (New Engoperations at Steins , and further enter and obtain patent to lands
152 Cal.
south in the Playas basin and near taining petroleum or other mineral land Oil Co., vs. Congden
Animas on the E. P. & S. W. Drill- oils, and chiefly valuable therefor, 211).
In the case of McLemore vs. Exing continues across the Arizona under the provisions of the laws re- press Oil Company, (112 Pae. 50) the
line near Bowie.
lating to placer mineral claims."
at follows: "The diligent
In Socorro County the activity in
It is important to note that lands, court ruled of
work of discovery does
the Jornada basin continues. A com- to fall within the purvstw of thit act, prosecution
mean the doing of assessment
pany has also made locations in the must be chiefly valuable for petrol- not
work.
It
doet not mean the pursuit
.northwestern part of the county eum or other mineral oils. A dis- of
capital to prosecute the work. It
where oil indications are very marked covery of oil must be made before
and shallows wells show oit. Thia exclusive right of possession; at- does not mean any attempted holding
location is distant from any roalroad, taches.
At to what constitutes t by Cabin, lumber pile or unused derwlv'ch is a present handicap.
valid discovery there have been a rick.
It means the diligent, roritinous
In the Pecos Valley there Is likely ifumber of decisions, in the case of
to be several new rigs erected. This Miller vs. Cbrisnun (73 Pac. 1083) prosecutionof of the work, with the exwhatever money may be
depends somewhat on what encour- the court says: To constitute dis- penditure to the end in
view. It is
agement operating companies' may covery the law requires something necessary
he
so
actually possessed and so
get in the way of leases. The Citi-- r more than conjecture, hope or even only
in
the
diligent prosecution
ens Oil and Cas Company incor- indications.
The geological forma- engaged
of the work of discovery who is thus
porated last week by Mississippi tion of the country may be such as protected, by reason
of hit attempted
capitalists have holdings around Day- scientific research and practical ex- location
against an entry by another."
ton which they propose testing. The perience have, hon to be likely to
Another important point to conHope community U organizing in yield oil in paying quantities. Taken sider in
to locate oil
earnest to look for oil and artesian with this there may be other sur- claims on attempting
land is this:
water. A Wichita, Kansas Company face mdscatior.s, such as seepage of one claim Government
consists of 20 acres, or
has secured land in the Seven oil. Alt these tbiag combined may
can
combine
and secure
Rivers district and expects to begin be sufficient to justify the expecta- eight persons 160
a claim of
acres. There is no
about
odd
a
tion
and
toon
that,
upon driving
hope
operations
twenty
miles directly west from Lakcwood. well t sufficient depth, oil may be limit upon the 'nujmber of claims
Much preparatory work it tinder discovered, but one and all they do which may be located by a single
or association, but a disThe individual
way in the valley generally, though not amount 4o a discovery.
covery of oil must be made on each
at present the most important oper- same ruling wat made in the case of claim
in order to hold it. This means
ations are around Lakewood and the Nevada Sierra O.I Co., ( Fed
drilling a well on each 160 acre tract,
Dayton in Eddy County
Rep. 673).
as development of one claim gives
In Union County new life has
Many people believe that after fil- no rights in any adjoining claims
come into the oil situation. The
location
and
notice
even if alt claims have been located
their
ing
marking
Union oil Company is working hard! the boundaries of a claim
they line or acquired from the original loeatort
and saying little about the progress until
the end of the calendar year by the same person or association.
of the drilling near Des Moines. Thej
For the past ten years the oil men
succeeding the one in which the
irrenvuie company s busy shaping location
was made before any work of the country have been trying to
up. Over at Clayton the oil fever will have to be
done, and then if get some kind of a workable bill
has caught the people hard.
year is spent on each claim, passed by Congress to allow the
Both Roosevelt and Curry counties j $10Q acan
same.
hold
This is a mis- leasing of Government lands for oil
are stirring. The people at Portales they
at this section of the law iirvciuiiiciii, uui rnuuinK nan pern
have the land ready for the Kansas taken idea,
to ""assessment" work, after done, although a bill has been inoperators and it is now being in applies
In the ease of Borgwardt troduced in this session of Congress
discovery.
their
Neari
by
geologist.
vestigated
Oil Co., f 30 Pac. 417) and it may be passed.
Clovi they are organizing to test' vs. McKittrick
In addition to all other diffictilties
the court stated, "Until a sufficient
out a location that a geologist hs' actual
discovery of mineral is made in acquiring Government land under
selected
f on a claim,
a location is not perfected, the placer act is the ever present
Colfax County is also on the oil aird no
question of the doing of an- danger that in case oil is discovered
map. V ichita Falls oil men liavei nual asses,
inent work is involved." anywhere near the claim all lands
to drill provided enough! Until he hat
agreed
made discovery no - mav be withdrawn tinder the arts
leases were obtained.
Local people! mount of
development work and no of June 25, 1010. and August 24. 1912.
have succeeded in getting together!
with other Federal, State f.VtS Statute R47 and 37 Stat. 497V In
the necessary lands and it is ex-- j compliance
or local requirements will confer the rase of L. W.
et l (40
will
as
that
begin
drilling
potted,,
upon the claimant an equitable estate L. D. 303) it was he ld : "A placer locatoatt-'a- s
a rig tan be set up.
Government or a ten- tion of oil lands, not proceeded bv
Over in McKinley County the Seven as agamt the
nature of a fee against discovery, and upon which no work
Lakes country tome distance north-'- , ure tn the
the person or which lei to the discovery of oil was
east of Gallup is again attracting! others. The rights of to
locate oil being prosecuted at the date of depersons enjeavorirg
attention. Some shallow oil has ct.iitns,
after the posting of notice, partmental withdrawal does not exbeen located here. Oklahoma parties
decision cept the land covered thereby from
well
the
are
settled
by
are preparing to brng a rig in the etc.,
Until the location is perfected by the force and effect of such withfuture. The Carter Oil Company
the l.vator has no vested drawal, regardless of the suhsqtient
that has been drillinsr near rvfiancr discovery,
which Congress is obliged to discovery.
west of Gallup is planning to try' rights
hut where his location is On Jan. IS. lOlrt. there were 5.587.-07out the district near Zuni in Valen-- 1 recognize,
made in good faith, he has the right
acres, not including anv land in
cia County.
as aga'nst third persons, which is Alaska which had been withdrawn
The Mesa Verde Company
!
"to be protected against under these arts.
looses to drill, to deeper sands in transferable,
The validity of the law was decided
entry upon his
their well at Mora Vista in San all forms of forcible
as he "remains bv the Supreme Court of the Unitloni
to
possession,"
T
ar-he
is
Juan County.
company
j in
ed
with
States on Feb. 23, 10JV in the case
and
due
dil
gence
possession
ranging for eight inch casing with prosr-:ttte- s
his work toward a dis- of United States vs. Midwest Oil
this in view. The idea of shooting:
Cal. Co., (2.Y, V. S. 4?9
the well has been abandoned, though covery." (Miller vs. Chrisman 11
there is still some idea of trying
to pump the well to see how much
initial payment $i0, led in Twps
N. Range
oil there really is in the sand struck 211 dated
E.
acreage 2.J40 located Twp. 2f N
last week.
E
J. H. Higdon. El Pa,o, Texas,
Around Roy in Mora County the Range
initial
Earnest Ruth, Raton, lease No 203 lease No .109 dated
oil men are busy obtaining leases,
$4t
in tial payment $10000 payment
acreage 102.1595.
)!,
Drilling is progressing in Santa Ft dated
in
located
N. Ranee
2o

MANY OIL COMPAN-

eit

MEXICO STATE RECORD

Dr. David R. P.oy. has teidered
his restcnat:n as prcsMcnt of the
to
State IV'vrrsi y at .W-ni-to lec t c ef- the board of rege-t- s.
fecttve July 1st. Dr Pord v !vs ba
head nt tte
rent ' ven
I'nivcrsitT feels that the appronrla- two
for
next
'he
:ior
years are t o
limited ts prrm;t rroper srowtb .f
Se inst'tittton are he hSs
per- sonal hnsine's matters that reqnre
attentinn. The univcrs-tyffrown remarkablv tinder the effi- cirnt direction of Dr. Povd
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HifhroIU- - Weea Road
present 'nrreae th i
h redut d
n nf
A contract for the n.nMrn.-tj- .
l,e
isertions A and R of the Higbrolls- LIGHTING KILLS
;Veed road has hern let. a distance
SANTA FE CITIZEN ct seven and a half miles at a cost .TOLRI5T RAILROAD KAILS
WILL BE RESTORED
Rids will be opened
!of $38.nj5.W
Francisco Escndero while crossing for n addittnnal artinn Var 2gth.
rtte will bethe itreet yesterday evening near his This road lies in the C Lincoln Na-- I Summer tomit
t
n Otero
onntv This! eft ert lure 1st to suirmer
home wat instantly killed- by lightnToe m tiiu 1
ing. He wat tixty years of age and road will un from Alamogordo by rt is rrmored.
is also reads- to rant
had lived in Santa Fe all hit life. way of Hisrhroltt and Mountain Park
fcnrch. rdca
He leave! a wife and several children. through the Sacramento mountains red need ratct to
tional and other coaventsons.
to Weed:
One tots it in oven eat ferric.
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DAVID LLOYD GEORGE

MARSHAL FOCH

BRITISH WILL

PRINCE GEORGE LVOFF

SELF

I.

INTO POLICE CELL

OCCUPY MEMEL

MAKES PLANS

"TYPISr TYPES

HUN ENVOY

Gives Weird Demonstration When

ALLIES WILL STRIKE IF HUNS
FAIL TO SIGN PEACE
PACT.

SPLIT IN DELEGATION OVER
PEACE TREATY TERMS AT
VERSAILLES.

GUARD.

GERMANY SENDS NOTES

AWAITS DEVELOPMENTS

NEW

GENERAL PERSHING HAS POST.
PONEO VISIT TO LONDON
PENDING ACTION.

f

p&mt

1

TERMS OF PEACE TREATY
BEING SLOWLY MADE
PUBLIC.

COUNT

PROBABLY
ASKS B
LIEVED O
DUTIES.

SIGN
RE

Weficial

Western Newspaper Union Newa Service

Proficiency.

DBaTVER MARKETS.

dorff-ltautza- u

4

NC-.'I-

l,:i."iO-nill- e

4

1

e

dorff-Rantza- u

C-- 5

e

dorff-Rantza-

Jugo-Slavl-

d

e

i

"

(14.(0 A 15.1
Fat steers, eh. to
li.76
choice. 12.aU M 1Z.DV
Fat steers, good toprims...
to
Fat steers, fair
good.., 11.60
12.1t
11.00

Heifers, prime

C--

11

Bel-glu-

fi,

I

I

1

n

h

Ten-Mil-

ten-mil-

ten-mil-

.

Chicago-Clevelan-

German-AnKtria-

d

n

nt

ot

Chicago-Clevelan-

d

.UU

4.60
TOO

5

t.60

6.60

tf

14.60

e io.oo

li.60 tU.76

12.25
10 16
10.6

11.00
10.00

Stockera, fair to good..,.,

(.60

?.."?.. ...(l.5i20.U
She p.

18.90fl.M
17.JS

Lambs, fat, light
Lambs, fat. heavy
Ewes, good to choice

17.25f

14.00 $14.60

Dmaei roaitrr.

The following prices on dressed poul
iry are net jr. u. i. uenver; S
J7
Turkeys. No. 1
15 (yS(
Turkeys, old tome
J6
Turkeys, choice
II
Hens, lb
22 024
Duoits, young
1
620
Geese ......
Roosters
..16

Un realtor.

Turkeys, I lbs. or over
Hens
Ducks
Qeese

Broilers,

e36
30

14
28

....20
1

tj22
17
56

60

1919

Cox

....II

ft 16

KSCS.

Eggs, strictly fresh, case
count
(12.00 12.2(
Uutter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
(t
Creameries, 2d grade (cold
M
lb
sterage),
Process butter
(I
I 6r41
Packing stock
Vegetables.
.080 .10
Asparagus, Colo.
,.(
1.000 0
,.
Beans, Navy, cwt
1.604
..
Keans, Pinto, cwt
2
.
lleana, Lima, lb
.. .149 .1.1
ileana, green, lb
.. .14$
Henna, wax. lb
1.600 4.00
,.
tteeta, new, cwt
.. .12V0.1
Cauliflower, lb.
.. .(59 1.50
Celery, homegrown, dos,. ..
1.25i 1.50
Cucumbers, h. h., dos....
Leaf lettuce, h. h., do... ,, .25J .60
,,
,.
.ntt .10
Onions, table, dos
.. 4.000 (.00
Onions, cwt.
, , .08 W .10
Peas, new, lb
11W.12H
Peas, new. Telephone, lb.
i.OOi i 7.0
Potatoes, new, cwt
.14
.100
hothouse.
Hadishes, long
.400 ' .6
Kadlahes, round, hothouse
1.000 (.00
Turnips, new, cwt,

........

'

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. B. Denver. Carload Prlcsa,

Hay.
Buying Price.
Colorado upland, per ton. .(21. 00021.0
10.0(011.0
Nebraska, per ton
Slid
prairie Hay, Colorado
jo. ootj ii.oo
Nebraska, per too
tl.OO0i.4.
Timothy, per ton
10.00
10.M
Alfalfa, per ton
11.00021.0
South Park, per ton
Qunnison Valley, per ton,. 21.00021.0
(.000 4.0
Straw, per ton

...

Grata. '
(1.41
Oats. Neb. 100 lbs., buying
t
Corn chop, sack, selling
(.05
Corn In sack, selling
4.0
Whit corn meal, per 100 lbs.
4.0
Tellow cornineal per 100 lbs
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lb, sailing.. 1.7
Flear.
lbs., lacked,
Hungarian Patent,
to
discount
((.14
subject
Hungarian, 41 lbs., sacked, subject to discount
sub24
lbs., aacked,
Hungarian,
Joct to discount
t.(l
HIDES AND PELTS.

Denver Price List.
Dry Flint Hides.
l(e
Butcher, 1 Iba. and up
16 lbs
under
Birtcher,
Fallen, all weights
Bulls and stags
lie
Culls
Dry salted hides, 8c per lb, less.
Dry Pllat Pelts.
15e
Wool pelts
18c
Khort wool pelte
ze
Butcher shearings
12a
No. 2 murrain shearinsrs.
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts. 22s
Geres Salted Hides, Eta.
Cured hides, 16 lbs, and up,
180190
No. 1
1701SO
Cured hides, 26 lbs. and up
12c
Bulla. No. 1
Bulla. No. 2
He
10s
Gluef. hides. and skins....,, , ..
18020a
Skill. Ju.
Kip, No. 1
,.l(01s
..I1016O
Calf. No. 12
Calf. No.
..11011a
No.
18
and
1,
calf.
Branded kid
170
Branded kid and calf. No. 2.
Part cured hides, lc per lb. less than
cured.
Green hides, 2c per lb, less than
cured.
Green Salted Hersekldes.
,

No.
No.

le

17.0001.0

1

2
18.00 6 7 04
(2.0004.04)
Ponies and Kllie
Headless. 60c leas.
Green hides, 2c per lb, less than
cured.

Miscellaneous Market.

-

Franco-America-

11.76 it 12.60
10.00 to 11.60

Cows, fat. good to choice..
Cows, fair to good
Cows, medium to fair.....
...
Cows, cannera
Bulls
Veal calves
.yT
Feeders, good to choice. .
Feeders, fair to good
Stockers. good to choice..

Weatara Newspaper Union News service.
Versailles, May 19. It is quite pos

WMita Newspaper Union Newa Service.
sible that Count von Brockdorff-Rant- Paris, May 20. Marshal Foch laid
before the council of four his plaus
zuu, head of the German peace delega
the British are expected to occupy the
for military operations that are to be British premier.
tion, who left here, will not return to
In
a
to
a
few
according
place
days,
put into effect in cuse the German
conduct further negotiations at Ver
'opcnluigcn dispatch.
Prince Oeorge Lvoff Is chairman of sailles, according to reports received
plenipotentiaries decline to sign the
the delegation 4hat represents Russia from Spa.
LOADS ARE TOO HEAVY
peace treaty.
become
It
has
that
known
Paris.
Mar-uliIn the conferences of the peace deleAfter the conference between
The views of the chief of the Ger
the German peace delegation has pre- gates.
Foch and the council of four,
man delegation and representatives
alto
to
the
note
send another
pared
'resident Wilson bad a talk with Gensent from Berlin to consult with blm,.
eral Pershing. It became known later BIG U. S. NAVY PLANES UNABLE lied ami associated powers concerning
the peace treaty. A peremptory answer TEUTONS DENY BLAME differed so strongly as to the further
that General Pershing's visit to LouTO RISE WITH FUEL.
conduct of the negotiations, according
to the German note registering objec
don may be (lOKlpoued in order to
to these reuorts, that Count von Brock
tions to the treaty arrangements for
await developments'.
requested that he be
of the Ithine and the PRESIDENT
the
left
hank
A reply by the allied and associated DIRIGIBLE
EBERT
MAKE8 replaced ut Versailles.
BREAKS MOORINGS
the
been
drafted
has
Snar
by
valley
to
note
German
the
progovernments
THREATENING STATEMENT
A member of the German delega
AND LANDS OUT IN
special commission on territorial af
testing uKUinst the economic terms of
tion with the rank of councillor of
over
Andre
fairs
Tardieu,
by
OCEAN.
presided
calculated
as
the peace treaty
being
who returned recently from
it was reported.
to cause the Industrial ruin of GerMARSHAL FOCH IS ORDERED TO legation,
Berlin, made this declaration concern
The German peace treaty, It devel
TO PREPARE FOR
many has been delivered to the GerFRONT
ing the peace treaty:
Western Newspaper Union Newt Servlfe.
oped, contains a clause which lias not
man peace plenlKtenllaries.
ANY ACTION.
We will sign, despite all, because
Trepassey, N. F
May 10. The yet been made public, providing that
(n the contrary, the report ofpoint
we will be hacked to pieces if we re
the "Jinx" which visited NC-- on the ini- - ntificatlou by Germany and three of
out that la the reconstruction
turn to Berlin without signing."
world's affairs Germany will have her tlal leg of the navy's transatlantic the principal associated powers will Western Newspaper l.'nlon Newa Service.
When the count will return la un
Ehert
part in the progressive development, flight, compelling her to put in at bring the treaty Into force between the
May 15. President
Berlin,
Immedi
hut also will shar" with the rest of Chatham, Mass., for repairs, turned its ratifying parties, enabling the
In an Interview on the peace treaty certain. It wus stated In French clr
the world in the economic losses attention to the NC-- and NC-3- , hold ate resumption of trude.
declares: "The German people hope cles, which at first attempted to con'
As the result of conferences among that the world will not countenance cea I his intended
and disadvantages inevitably resulting ing them harhor bound while the NC-- 4
departure, thut he
the representatives of the powers,, such
wus going only to Spa, and would re
from the wur.
caught up with them.
It
already
avenging
aspirations.
The reply declares that the German
The NC-landed here, swooping to which are being continued, the text of Is expectantly catching the first voices turn on the next train, but his ab
Lyneh Dictated.
note falls to take into consideration its moorings in the harbor over the the German treaty probably will be from the ranks of French and English sence undoubtedly is for a considerre
Is
installments.
It
made
by
us where you stole that
"Now
,
public
tell
the fact that the disarmament of Ger- NC-- and
which had lust re
workliiginen. It also pins hope upon able period.
typewriter?" Fitzpatrlck demanded.
many anil I lie end of militarism will
timed after an Ineffectual uttempt to ported that the financial and boundu these harbingers of a new and better
of
The
of
the
the
peace
purpose
trip
the documents will be world
'I didn't steal no typewriter," pro
relieve the German people of uu im- get away on the
"At the same delegates to Berlin Is to discuss with
flight to rics sections of
configuration.
released shortly.
mense burden of taxation, and return the Azores.
time it proclaims to the world at large their government whether or not to tested the man. "I brought It with me
It was pointed out in connection that,
to the ranks of useful production milowes its
The crew of the NC-regardless of what others may sign the peace treaty. None of the from Pittsburgh."
'Do you take dictation?" asked the
lions of men formerly in I lie army, chance for an even start with the sis with the stipulation as to the ratifi do to tier, Germany does not purpose Socialist supporters of the governof
German
cation
that
any
the
who have been entirely withdrawn ter
treaty
detective
such
moment
to
NC-a
for
tolerate
some
of
lead
the
with
to
ment,
single
the fact that the
exception
nation which withheld ratification affrom industrial or agricultural ac ami planes
i tune anyinmg.
NC-injustice." President Ehert suid the ers of industry, are strongly opposed
refused to rise from the ter three of the
had ominous
powers
"I think you took the machine," In:
principal
tivity.
the
first
to
by
the conditions Imposed by
quiet produced
water with the heavy loads of fuel ratified would he ut a
accepting
in
In reply to the German complaint
disadvantage
announcement of the peace terms wus the entente. The Independent Social- terjected Fitzpatrlck.
which bad been taken aboard.
a commercial way. This would follow a most characteristic
that the loss of the German merchant
'Is that so?" said the suspect. "You
Indication of ists outside the government are just
N. F. The United States from
St.
Johns,
the fact that ratifying powers their effect on the German people. He us
marine will throw nut of work thousIn favor of signing. Chan- got another think coming." He spat
strongly
from
which
escaped
would be able to resume trade rela- suid he feared an outbreak of
ands of German merchant seamen, t tie navy dirigible
"psychic cellor Hcli ledenni nn himself apparently on his hands and remarked : "You may
here, dropped Into the tions witli Germany ut once, while the
Are when ready, Grldley."
allies answer that the destruction of its moorings
eighty-fivoff shore, states that delayed would have no such furor Teutonicus" within a few days. has not yet made up his mind, and la
sea
miles
about
merchant ships, chiefly by German
a
detailed
from.
Lynch dictated: "Now la the time for
Count
reort
awaiting
to
a
received
radio message
privileges.
Brockdorff-Rantzau- .
Rubmarines, has had the unfortunate iiicoi'iling
measures
all
Immediate
Paris.
von
tending
good men to come to the aid of
unthe cruiser Chicago from an
It Is guile probable that the Turkish to the further
effect of limiting the opportunities for by
subjugation of Germany
von Brock their party."
Count
identified
llrltish
Accompanying
steamship.
he
and
will
treaties
Bulgarian
peace
work of seamen throughout the world,
After ten minute of pounding at the
were eleven of the
of the United States navy for negotiated and signed in Constanti- if its delegates refuse to sign the peace
the allied powers hclht,' the greatest o I'lans
treaty were Indicated by the announce- eighteen advisers attached to the key, with perspiration rolling down
a dirigible
transatlantic
by
flight
convensome
or
other
Snlonikl
nople,
different.
ment that Marshal Foch had been sent
hi face, he produced this:
a serious Jolt when tile
ient city In the near East, according to to the Khlne by the council of four to economic and financial commissions.
The reply on the economic objec- received
other responsible member of the Gerrl now" 1 ThE tlMe fOR ((aLL
burst from her moorings In a gale and ii d vices.
tions is regarded as one of the best was
take such action us may become neces- man
and twenty secretaries. GOOD men r to coM to tHE
swept out to sea soon after she
It is indicated that the term of sary In the event that the
documents In the exchange of notes.
is The delegation
treaty
on
Versailles Occu- aid of The ParTy.
from
Montuuk
arrived
had
after
party
Point,
leaving
will
be ready for presentation not
Depositions that haw been made be- being in the air continuously for peace
signed.
'Lock blm up," said Lieutenant
pied eight automobiles, with another
to the Austrian delegates la a few
of
The
council
of
fore the council of four by Edwin twenty-fivfour, composed
Wolf.
minhours and forty-fivcarrying baggage.
days.
British
for
President
David
Samuel Montagu,
Wilson,
secretary
Lloyd George,
utes.
The departure of Count von Brock
Negotiations pending for the adjust- M. Clemenceau and Slgnor Orlando,
India, the inaharajah of Itlkanlr and
Lieut. Charles 0. Mttle of Newbury-port- , ment of the Adrlutic controversy conla for the purpose of SOLDIER
SHOOTS
TEACHER
considered the Immediate relniposition
Musselinun delegates from India have,
of
who
was
Mass.,
given charge
template a direct settlement between of the blockade against Germany In participating In the councils of hia
according to the Temps, produced an the
been
crew
had
after her
and
through Amer- case the country declines to sign the government regarding the
Attentions Spurned, He Buys Revolver
impression which may affect the set- bundled off to bed aboard the cruiser Italy
ican mediation. By this plan the Aus- peace treaty. The subject was under
question of signing or refusing to
and Follows Girl to
tlement of the Turkish problem in
was almost carried away by trian treaty would not specify the dis
sign the draft of the treaty of peace,
Classroom.
two
. some
discussion
at
The Musselmani Chicago,
separate
meeting
particulars.
the fugitive gas bag while making a position to be made of Dalmatla, Istria
of the council. On the other hand. It on which there is at present a aharp
laid emphasis upon the fact that they
to deflate It.
memof
division
the
nervy
or
attempt
them
from
among
opinion
Flume,
beyond detuchlng
Ann Arbor, Mich. With her death
Is anticipated that the blockade will
had taken a preponderant part in the
Seated in (lie "blimp's" nacelle when Austria.
be entirely lifted Immediately If the bers of the Germun government.
expected at any moment, pretty Irnia
operations against Turkey, Germany' she broke away, he seized the ripcord
has
cabinet
Chinese
The
resigned, German delegates affix their signa
teacher of
According to the Havas agency, Caster, nineteen-year-olally, and recalled an engagement that and gave a tug which should have but the
serious disagreements
have arisen the Rentschler school in Washtenaw
president bus refused to ac- tures to the treuty.
bad been made that advantage was not
up the big envelope and per- cept the resignation, according to a
opened
among the German delegates, A ma- county, lie In the University tospltal
to lie taken of a victory to humiliate mitted the
gas to escape. The cord telegram from Peking to the peace
Paris. The answers of the council jority are said to be violently opposed with five bullet wounds, while Robert
Islam In the person of the sultan.
broke, however, and Lieut. Little, real- conference.
to signing the treaty, while Count von Warner, nineteen, a discharged sol
of four to the German notes on prison
The week of mourning in Germany
izing be would be unable to bring the
Berlin. Iteplylng to a deputation ers of war and labor subjects have IirockdorfMtiintr.au and tbe minority dier. Is held in the county Jail,
decreed by the government because of
a
out
from
height from the regions threatened under the been delivered.
ship down, leaped
see no way out but to sign. The deHe admits having shot the teacher
the terms of the peace treaty appears of twenty-fivfeet. His only Injury terms of the peace treaty, Philip
One of the later German notes, deal parture of the count is said to be in In her schoolroom.
to have met with little success. He- was a sprained ankle.
Schcideniann, the chancellor, said that lug with economic clauses of the connection with the disagreements.
Warner aays he planned the night
ltons are that nearly all the music
A binding crew of KM) men under the cabinet was
discussing counter treaty, declares that they mean the
before to kill the girl because she reballs remained opened and tluit in the direction of Lieutenant Little had
based without restriction ruin of Gcraiany If
'peace
terms,
fused to talk with him.
Says Germany Cannot Sign.
some places the people danced all fought with the
they are enforced.
gale for control of on President Wilson's principles.
A note on territorial questions pro
He bought the revolver four days
Berlin. Count von Brockdorff-Rantzau- ,
pungent comment the
night. One bit
for six hours before it broke
us
must
the
negotiabring
"They
tests particularly against the Saar
comes from the Volkshlatt of Halle, away.
the head of the German peace del- ago.
we need and to which we have a
tions
In communicating to the other
valley arrangements and the transfer
which says :
Friends of Miss Casler say that War
right In accordance with President of the Mulinedy Moresnet and En pen egation,
member of the delegation the text of ner, who Is a son of Mr, and Mrs.
"It Is not now, but on Aug. 1, 1!1 1,
Heir to Milliona Killed.
Wilson's note of November 8, 1018," districts to Belgium, as well as the
the three notes he sent to Premier Hiram Warner of Jackson, Mich ha
that general mourning should have
Vinson
Walsh Mc the chancellor declared. "That la the forced evacuation of a part of Schles-wig- .
Washington.
on the
been ordered In Germany."
Isilnled out that the peace been forcing hi attention
Clemenceau,
new
which
the
son of Mrs. Kdward
Germany's right, upon
Lean, yenr-olIn Ita present form could not be teacher and that (he tried to prevent
treaty
to
the last."
A note on reparation doe hot proIteal MclA'an, was run down by an government will Insist
accepted, and could not be signed, be- hi coming to Lodl to see her.
Field Records Broken.
Paris. Allied naval concentration test against the payment
at Friendship, the country
cause It waa Impossible to fulfill It
Germany
by
automobile,
She refused to let him accompany
field
and
French
track
Five
Paris.
has been started at Smyrna in connec- for the devastation
.McLeans at Washing- wrought In
terms. Disputcbes from Versailles re- her from ber boarding place to the
luti u'ltli n imini In r it ( I rotva In
records were broken by American mansion of the
and
northern
France
It
which.
the count's action add that he school.
from which he nil,list,.r le
army athletes at the invitation meet ton, receiving Injuries
cty- - The British and the says, Germany Is ready to do willingly. porting
told the German delegation that It
,,,
here of the I'tiiversily SHirting Club died. The boy, fatuous wverul years yrt,..h ..i, .......
Is added, however, that Germany
It
would sign nothing It wss not Intendof Friim-e- . Lieut. Furl Khy, a National n go as the SlMn.timi.lMiO baby, - has been with lauding parlies; the Greeks have will not pay
reparation for this dam ed to fulfill. The delegation, he conA. A. F. sprinter, won the MSI meter closely guarded all of .lis if,- and had a namcsnip nn,i rive gum.oats and tne
,,,.
that she was
Fling With Girls
tinued, would endeavor to improve the
race in I minute ami ,V1'4 seconds. left his body guard only n few minutes Italians have five large warships. The Kpousible forprinciple
'
the war.
treaty and make Ita signing possible.
Costs Him $600
Fete Muxficld before the accident. He had started i lilted Males iorccs are tne battleship
William
and Alma Itlihiird heat all previous across the roadway from the mansion Arizona ami four destroyers. The varFore Evacuation.
London. Having received an :3i
Mis Hall Not Guilty.
are
French shot put records. I'atricks of when an automobile bore down upon ious allied naval contingents
British air raids forced
engagement
ring from George
drawn from the forces In the Adriatic
the American team threw the hammer him.
A
verdict of not
Martinez, Calif.
William Wilkinson, who went to j
t
lT.'l
and the Pluck sea.
and ft Indies. II. W. Floyd
evacuation of Dakka (on the Kabul guilty was found by the jury after an
Woolwich on munition work,
Lindtley Resigns as Director,
won the poll' vault with 11! feet 6
river In Afghanistan just across the In- hour's deliberation In the trial here
Miss Eva Lunt spent $180 on ar- - :
inches. The fifth recird was broken
Will Cable Short Message.
Washington. Following bis warning
dian frontier), according to an offi- of Miss Onelta Hall, accused of the
tlclea for the "bottom drawer." :!;
when Alma Itiduirds and It.vrd threw that the administration of soldiers and
Paris. President Wilson's message cial dispatch received by the India of- murder of Charlie Hong, a Chinaman,
The courtship lasted two
sailors' Insurance, compensation, al which will tie cabled to
on a houseboat In the Sacramento rivthe discus J.'td feet and 4 inches.
fice.
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other
bombsuccessful
Congress, May
Then the young man Si
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lowances and allotments is on "the HI, is
1.
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defense
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carried
out.
er,
One
January
pleading
to
be exceptionally
exjiected
wrote that he "had something !
Former Inspector Held.
verge of breakdown and failure," Col. short. It Is said it will not aubmlt the dred Afghans were killed and seven ed
The prosecution alon hla mind" which he wished
leged that robbery waa the motive for
Chicago. Thomas Westover, former Henry I. Llndsley resigned as director complete text of the peace treaty or guns captured.
to tell the girl, and he went on :
at
war
of
risk
insurance
bureau
of
the
tbe
a
shooting.
government explosive
the proposed
Inspector at
engagethink It would be beat If we S
Treasthe
of
of
the
Secretary
request
Extra Session Is Convene!.
ment for Joint military action against
plant In West Virginia, is held by po
broke our friendship.
Olass.
For
ury
Eligible
Discharge,
lice In connection with the disappearGermany, both these subjects being
"I am spending most of my :
Washington. Attention of America
ance of fZTiO.i"".! worth of iMinds from
Washington. Soldiers who married
reserved for personal presentation on and of the world Is turned
time down here with other girts, $
tbe
upon
Killed
in
Battle.
abroad are eligible for Immediate disTurks
the Studehaker corporation at South
the President's return. The Presiand I can see the way I am go-- :
new
In charge on tbeir arrival In thla country,
Congress the sixty-sixtHenri, Ind. While there Is no charge
Constantinople. In the fighting dent's nearest associates said that
Ing I ahall be no good to any- - :
Is
to convene the War Department today Informed
booked against Westover, police said which took place after the landing of they were unable to account for the American history which
i
body.
In
session called by the commanders of porta of embarkaextraordinary
they lielieved he would lie instrument- Greek troops at Smyrna 310 Turks and reports fixing June IS as the date for
cannot be working with
"I
President Wilson from Paris.
tion.
al In supplying them with important 100 Greeks were killed.
the President's departure.
girl nil day and act straight toevidence.
I would never be
ward yon.
Congreaa Will Investigate.
Would Prevent Lawlessness.
Huns Curb Attacks,
Report Is lie, tay Japs,
right, as down here I have had
e
Washington. One of tbe first things
Dry Zone.
German propaganda
my fling."
Washington. Senator Overman of
Washington.
raris. The Germane by their Imperthe Senste military affairs committee
Laredo, Texas. A bill to create a North Carolina, chairman of the Sen- ialistic maneuvers in Letvla and Lith- Is believed by officials of tbe
A breach of promise action
Japanese
e
wtl
reconInternaafter
the
Congress
investigate
dry tone along
brought against him waa undeate committee which has been Investi- uania are retarding any concerted embassy here te be responsible for revenes
be
the
will
will
be introduced in the gating the spread of lawless propagantional border
fended. Mia Lunt was award
reported sacrifice of
against the Bolshevik! la tbe ports reaching Mexico City of heavy hundreds of American
soldiers at the
Mexican Congress, according to Mexi- da In the I'nlted States, announced campaign
ed $000 damages.
of Itlga. The effects of the coup Immigration of Chinese and
region
Japanese
front after the armistice waa signed.
can officials. The proposed law would that a bill designed to reach persons at Libsu, where the Germans overInto Mexico. It was said at the en. According to tbe reports received,
become effective a month before the advocating the overthrow of the gov- turned the Lett government, he
says,
no
such number as 5,000 some of tbe heaviest casualties sufthat
Tnlted States go
dry. The tone ernment by force will te introduced in has paralyzed the
ac- baey
Took 'Em Along.
Asistics had been sent Into Mexico in fered by the American army occurred
would extend from the Pacific roast the extra session of Congress. Senator
of the Letts and prolonged the
tivity
I1L Did revolvers terMarch or any other recent month. The on tbe morning of Nov. 11, after tbe
Springfield,
tn the month of the Rio Grande, To Overnlan was one of the men to whom domination of Riga
by the soviet Chinese
who Invaded Philip
was
also
burglars
ofrify
without
of
armistice
had
tbe
been
offset the revenue losses to Mexican infernal machines were mailed in the forces. Letvia, the
legation
signing
correspt odent asKelsh's home? Not by a long shot!
of
such
bebefore
of
It
but
border merchants Incurred by the law, May dtty liomh plot, but the package
any
announced,
Immigration
ficially
unserts, is politically and
Finding two, they simply took 'em
Chinese.
came effective.
another bill will Imp Introduced for a waa held np by sstoffice authorities. der the Influence of the militarily
Germans.
e
along.
free tone.
Mail Rout Satisfactory.
Whale thews Beat Speed.
Sonora la Wet.
Relatives May Visit Yanks.
hoots Own Feet,
Chicago. Daily aerial mail service
San
Francisco. Speed of the proSet Up New Government.
John Dooner, barPhiladelphia.
Ixmglss, Ariz. Sonora has voted to
leg of the tected cruiser
Washington. After June 15 the In- on the
Marbiebead,
steaming tender, didnt realize the length of hla
Vienna. The
govYork route baa been esrejoin the ranks of the wets. The leg- hibition against granting passports to Chicago-Neernment is being defied by an autono- islature, in session at llermosilln, vot- wives or mothers of American officers tablished on a satisfactory schedule. to Saa Francisco from San Diego for feet. When he tried to Intimidate
One mail flight a day from each
mous government which had been es- ed by 11 to .1 to repeal the present dry and enliste : men who may wish to
participation in navy day, was mys- three men by firing revolver toward
go
of tbe leg to Bryan, Ohio, tbe teriously Impeded off Pigeon Point tbe floor he shot himself through the
tablished in the province of Salzlterg, law and permit sale of liquor In tbe to Europe will be removed. It was anWesters Austria. The immlwrs of the state. The law probably will be in ef- nounced by tbe State Department that relay point, haa been arranged by tbe Investigation by searchlight discov fvoC
whale on tbe cruiser's
ered fifty-fotew government have issued a decree fect by Jane 1. Arrangements already passports will be Issued In such cases aerial mail service nntil arrangements
Saved by Carrier Pigeon.
w ram. It waa towed Into sort, and
have been com pie "rd.
for
expansion
residents
of Vienna from are being made In Agua Prieta to open providing tbe officers or men are not
forbidding
Atlantic City. A carrier pigeon wit
time on tbe
Commander Charles H Huff reported
Elapsed
residing Id Sslzberg and announcing saloons, and there is a lively scramble about to return to this country, bat
oote fastened te Its leg alighted on
relay was three hours and thir- to tbe mayor" erflce It was placed on
their opposition to tbe system of ex- to secure licenses, whicFl are regarded those who take advantage of this op- teen minutes,
while tbe Cleveland mall sale for $300, which amount has been a window of n hotel here. Naval coast
changing food from foreign countries as extremely valuable, due to heavy portunity will not be able to return te was relayed to Chicago In three boars needed by the crew, for arraagemeata guarda rescued Ensign C E. Finch,
adrift at sea near ' here. Hia lying
received In Vienna for tbe agricultural patronage expected from Americans.
minutes.
for an mtemratoent to be-- given ae
tbe Cnlted States within sli months. .. and. fifty-fou- r
'
boat was disabled.
products of the province.
C--

Cattle.

Chicago. A man with a typewriter
under hi arm was seen to enter a
k
State street saloon by Detective
and Lynch of the South Clark
street atation. They suspected he bad
stolen the machine and followed him.
Tbe man offered. It to the bartender
for a pint of whisky. He waa arrested
and taken to the station, where he
gave the name of William McDermotL

Good hogs

Western Newspaper Union Newa Service
London, May 17. A British fleet la
PrusAt the head of Oreat Britain's peace anchored outside of Meinel, East
close to the Itusslan frontier, and
delegate! Is David Lloyd George, the sia,
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QUOTATIONS

Police Demand Proof of

Fltx-patric-

WILL

K

MARKET

CHIEF RESIGNS

FLEET ANCHORED OFF COAST OF
EAST PRUSSIA TO STAND

AT

Metal Markets.
Colorado Settlement Prlcea.

.Bar silver, (1.11.
lb. 16c
Copper,
,
(5.00.

ftpelter, (6.12.
Tungsten, per unit, (7.(00 10.00.
Eastern Live Stock.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk, (20.7( 021.00:
medium
heavy weight, (20.80021.05;
weight.
weight (20.70 0 21.00; light
(20.26020.00: light light, (10.00 0 20.60;
heavy packing sows, smooth, (19.760
20.26; packing sows, rough, (19.000
19.76; pigs. 111.00019.1.
Cattle Beef steers: medium and
heavy weight, choice and prime, (11.1
019.76; medium and good. (14.100
14.16; common.
(11.00 12.(0; light
good and choice. (ll.6O01t.7l;
weight
common
and medium,
110 26 011. 76.
Butcher cattle: Heifers, (7.76014.24;
rows, (7.60014.(0; cannera and cut
ters, (6.76 07.40; veal calves, light and
feeder
handy weight (12.7(014.O;
steers, 110.00 0 16.16; stocker steers,
-

11.00011.16.

Sheep Lambs. 14 pounds down,
(14.04016.16; H pounds up. (11.760
ll.M: culls and common. 114.00011.60;
springs, (17.000 19.00: yearling wethers, (11.1011.76; ewes, medium, good
and choice. 110.76 0 12.00: culls and
common, (6.000 10.60.
dileaare Piadaee,
Chicago. Butter Creamery, 610 67c
Firsts. 41 044c: ordinary
Eggs
firsts. 41M041c: at mark, cases included. 41H042c; v storage
packed
f I rata, 44 04114c; extra, 46H 0 46c
Poultry Fowls. 14c
Potatoes Old stock, sacked, white,
rarlnta, (1.(002.0
cwt; new stock.
Florida Spauldlag Rose. No. L
Jobbing,
barrel: No. g. (5.S0 04.60.
Cfeah Grata la Chleagn.
No. 1 yellow,
Chicago. Corn
No.
01.11; No. 4 yellow. (1.731.80; (l.tt
6 yellow, nominal.
Oats No. ( white, 19 H 070 He:
standard. (IH(!lHc.
Bye No. 2, tl.67 01.S9.
Barley (1.1201.19.
Timothy (8.00011.09.
Clover Nominal.
Pork Nominal.
Lard (11.86.
Kibs (Z7.7602i.IS.
Price e tsgsr.
New Fork Sugar Centrifugal, T 2.
Cut loaf. I.6; crushed.
10.26; mould
: cubes.
A.
.76; XXXX powdered.
1.2: powdered. SIS: fine granulated
and diamond A.
confectioners' A.
Seer)
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DUTCH COLONIAL
ARTISTIC
Combines

Graceful

Economy in
CLASSY

HOME
Lines

With

Space.

MODEL SHOWN

HERE

interior Arrangement le Strong Feature of tne Plana Rooma Are
Large and Conform to
Modern

Ideaa.

umr

Mr. William A. Radford will
question! and (iva advloa FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, (or tha readera of thla
paper. On account of bla wide experience
aa Editor, Author and Manufacturer, be
la, without doubt, the hlgheat
on all these eubjecta. Addresa all authority
to William A. Radford, No. 18J7 Inquiries
Prairie
venue, cmcaao, 111., and only enclose
three-ce- nt
for
stamp
reply.
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Dutcb colonial houses are In Increasing favor with borne builders.
Tbe balunced elegance of tbe exterior,
combined with the economy In Rpace In
tbe Interior, make thla style of architecture appeal to everyone who
wants a tine residence at a moderate
cost. An exceptionally fine design of
a Dutch' colonial bouse with shingled
aiding- Is shown in tbe accompanying
Illustration.
The perspective shown Illustrates
the balance of the exterior of the
house. The entrance at the side Is

pluced exuetly In the center, while
on either side are duplicate sets of
windows. The same effect la secured
with the windows on the second floor.
Porches, with the roofs supported by
colonial columns, are placed at the
front end mid on the opposite aide,
and each Iihs a canvas deck. A third
deck Is over the kitchen entry and
Lattice work between the
pantry.
columns of the porches suggests the
added attraction vines will make to
tbe exterior.
It will be noticed by the floor plan
that this house Is rectangular in
shape, 24 by 43 feet, the straight lines
of the structure being broken only by
the porches and the slope of the roof
down to the second floor alii. While
shingle construction Is shown, brick or
tucco may he substituted.
Half of the appeal of this house,
however, la In the interior arrangement. While it Is a seven-roohouno,
tbe rooms are Inrge and conform to tbe
modern Ideas of arrangement.
The

being over the former, while the Ice-boa Is located so that It can be Iced
from the entry. At the end of (he
central hall. Into which each room on
the Brat floor opens, la
lavatory
and toilet.
ine second rjoor rooma are prac
tically duplicates of those on tbe
first floor. The bedroom at the frunt
la tbe same aize aa the. living room,
and also baa a fireplace. Tbe rear
bedroom la the same size aa that In
front Tbe size of these rooma pet
raits two beds, while glazed door
open onto tbe canvas decks.
Over the reception ball Is a smaller
bedroom, that can be used aa a sewing
room, or nursery, if desired. This
room la IS by 16 feet S Inches. At
the end of tbe second floor ball la a
third canvas deck. There are two
closeta In each of the large tedrooina
and one In the smaller bedroom.
The basement extends under tbe
whole of tbe building, the Inside stairway to It leading from the central
hall. The flues are located at oitlier
end of the basement, so that the heating plant and fuel storage room can
be placed at whichever point It la
moat convenient. The other part of
the basement can be devoted to storage rooma for vegetables and the other things that are not constantly In
use.
This Is an exceptional design for the
home builder who wants an artistic,
spacious and modern borne that does
not cost a large amount of money. It
waa designed by an architect of wide
experience. And light here let It be
snld that whatever type of home the
owner wanta to build, he should consult an architect. The fee la not large
and will be saved many times by eliminating the chances for mistakes in arrangement and materials.
Cota of

building differ In different localities,
but by consulting the local contractor.
lumber dealer or architect the pros
pective home owner can readily find
out what a house of tills type will cost
Building a borne la most popuMr this
year. There Is a shortage of houses
almost everywhere, because of the restrictions that were placed ou building
during the war. Those restrlctiona
now huve been removed and materials
and labor are available everywhere,
The cost of building Is higher than before the war, but It has not Increased
In proportion to wagea and the neces
sities of life. Besides, building activ
ity Is needed In every locality to continue the prosperity that came with
the war.
Building a home now Is a good In
vestment. There la no possibility that
prices of materials and labor will be
reduced to any extent for a number of
years; In fuct, ninny economists assert that thla era of high prices will
open onto the canvas decks. Tbe
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MEMORIAL DAY--f iGhfina
His BaMes Over A

HELPS WIFE OUT
Love Confession Assists Friend to
Get Divorce From
Doctor.

S7

SAID HE LOVED BOTH
Two Women in Triangle Reject Doc
tor and Seek New Life Declare
They Both Had
Disgusting

f

Experience.
Chicago. The two plighted loves of

Or. F. J. Cicotte sat in the law ofllcea
of Erbsteln, Heyman and Selllck.
They bad passed an Interesting day,
And they were free, one from her hua
band and the other from her cou

science.
Let them be presented
Mrs. Lucille Cicotte, assured of
her freedom by Judge Jacob Hopkins.
Miss Lyda Thomas, who loved and
tost.
They Tell It to Judge.
They told their woes to the Judge,
with promptings by Attorney Alexan
del H. Heyman. Court hearings are
sometimes drab. Let them tell their
own stories as they related them In
the lawyers' ofllcea.
"I met Doctor Cicotte four year ago,'
said Mrs. Cicotte. "And we dropped
into the love net at least I did. Two
ydrs ago he met Miss Thomas.
'Well, we both loved him for awhile
and he told us he loved us. He would
tell me so and then go over and tell
I yds the same story," Mrs. Cicotte
continued.
Then we got together,
Lyda and L and resolved to put it up
to blm.
"We went to his office and told him
flat that he had to marry one of us or
lose us both. He asked me if I would
promise on iny word of honor to do
whatever he decided, and I promised,
thinking sure he was going to marry
the other girl,"
"Yes, and he asked me If I would
promise the same thing,' spoke up
Miss Thomas. "I thought he was In
love with Lucille, so I promised on my
word."
Then the doctor decided to marry
Lucille, and, as she says, "she had to
keep her promise."
"Later I found out that he was still

EMOIUAL

day qi
ory of the veterans and seta them
to talking of the old fighting daya.
IW 5 Now and then white heuda areof
bowed In Borrow at the thought
dead comrades, hut for the most
Part dmed eyes grow bright with
J
Wj 5N excitement
frames
bent
and
Vy
straighten proudly as honors beJLX
stowed for meritorious conduct are
mentioned. The ashea of bygone
Area are funned to temporary liluze as tne oia
fighting men live over the days when as stalwart,
dushing youths they went forth Into battle for
their country.
And well worth hearing are the stories tney teii.
The truth Is that deaperute valor has always
been a characteristic of the American fighting mun.
The present generation of American youth has
proved Itself a little more sure of Itself, a little
more during, a little more muscled than any Amer
ican generation that has gone before. It has
proved Itself a little bit snappier and hurdler than
any race of men that has ever gone before. Never
theless, the fighting spirit has always been tne
same In the American aoldler.
The exploits of our fighting men In the Revolu
tion nnd the Wur of 1812, as set forth In history.
and the tales still told by survivors of the Mexican
war, the Seminole war, the Civil war, the Indian
wars, the Boxer uprising, the
war and the Philippine Insurrection differ not so
much In kind as in detail from atorles of the great
war. The veteran who marched with General Scott
from Vera Cruz to the City of Mexico did not have
magazine ritle and an automatic pistol and did
not contend with poison gas and flame, but pers
with the
haps he came oftener to actual
foe for that very reason. Apparently the aviator
and the
gob are the only men able to add
nythlng really new to the American annals of
desperate courage.
And as the year go by It Is now 58 years since
the Confederate guna opened on Fort Sumter and
he majority of the 298,808 Civil war aoldlers on
the pension roll are well past their three score and
ten it a likely the veterans more often live over
In memory the old daya fighting their battlea over
gain.
What scenes of desperate valor their waking
dreams renew! The stories, for Instance, of the
deeds for which 2,000 medals of honor were award
ed from 1801 to 1U18 would make thrilling reading
Indeed. And In many an Instance there Is a missing limb, a ghastly scar, a twisted frame to bear
mute witness of the fierceness of the combat.
Here are some stories of Civil war medal of
honor men to rank with any fighting mnn's yarn
anywhere :
Among the gallant young men who fought with
Massachusetts In
Company C of the Twenty-nintthe battle of Malvern hill on July 1, 1802. the last
of the seven days' fighting before Richmond, was
William II. Osborne. Soon after the opening of the
battle, about three In the afternoon, he received a
gunshot wound In the chest, which rendered him
unconscious. In this condition he was carried by
comrades a short distance to the rear and left to
die. An hour or so later he regained consciousness,
and though wobbly weak from loss of blood be
took the gun and ammunition from a dead soldier
end went in search of his regiment He found the
New York, took his place In the ranks
Sixty-nintand resumed firing. Then he waa again prostrated
by the bursting of a shell which shattered bis left
leg. He crawled Into some bushes where, half
dead, he passed the night When darkness settled
down McClellan retreated to the James river, and
next afternoon the Confederates occupied the
battlefield. Osborne with tbe other prisoners waa
taken to Savage Station and thence to Richmond.
Osborne recovered to become a successful Boston
lawyer and got his medal of honor In 1898.
Joseph 8. G. Sweatt was at Carsvllle, Ya, May
About 5,000 Union Infantry and the
11. 1863.
Eleventh Pennsylvania cavalry were engaged In
tearing np the Roanoke railroad track when tbey
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"We Went to His Office and Told Him
Flat That He Had to Marry One of
Us or Leee Ua Both."
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First fLooc Plan
wide entrance hall, the extensive liv
Ing room with the den oft It, the bright
kitchen
dining room and the
with the pantry and entry provide Just
the arrangement that is desired in an
house. The two large bed
rooms, one at the front and one at tbe
rear, with canvas decks opening off
them, are exceptional features,
Tbe reception hall Is 13 by 7 feet,
with a large closet under the stairway.
To the right Is the living room, extending across the whole front of tbe
house, and to the left is the dining
room. The living room Is 23 by 14
feet, with a large fireplace in the center. Tbe den Is eight and one-hafeet square and opens off a side porch,
as well as tbe living room. Tbe front
porch Is 20 by 10 feet, slightly narrower than the house.
The dining room is on the corner to
the rear and Is 14 by 11 feet 3 Inches.
A nook contains tbe china closet, while
there are four windows, giving an
abundance of light The kitchen Is
the same size as tbe dining room. It
will be noticed that the sink, enpboard
and work table are ranged along two
walls, with a window between thtm.
The large pantry at the back contains
a work table and shelves, a window
good-size-
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seeing Miss Thomas and I asked him
about It," aald Mrs. Cicotte.
Attorney Heyman spoke up:
"He denied the fact" he said, "and
challenged his wife to prove It."
'He thought I would lie for him,"
aald Miss Thomas.
Admits Relationship.
But Miss Thomas came to court and
admitted Improper conduct with the
doctor, since his marriage. She brought
letters the doctor had written to her.
and the Judge Indicated he would di
vorce Mrs. Cicotte.
Then came the philosophy.
"We have both had a disgusting
time," aald Mrs. Cicotte, "and we both
have been badly disappointed In love,
bat It's a long lane that doesn't have
a bend and we're both coming to that
bend."
"There certainly are some good men
left" sighed Miss Thomas, looking at
the Jonquils pinned to her breast
"Well find two good men and I hope
N well be ableWeto appreciate them when
couldn't right now, but
they come.
time will erase the unpleasant memo-rler and well never let them go If we
do find two good men."

continue for many years. The reason
for their contention are too lengthy to
be set down here, but suffice It to say
that there Is so much money in thla
country that its buying power has been
reduced. It Is the old law of supply
and demand. The aupply of money Is
great Consequently the demand for
It Is not great
There Is, however, for the prospective builder, a consideration that cannot be measured in money. Th.--t Is
There la nothing tiiat
satisfaction.
ran be bought with money that gives
the owner greater satisfaction than a
home. It Is easy to get through tno
various methods of financing home
builders, and after It Is secured it Is
something that la an asset that can be
realized on In almost any emergency.
The home builder of 1919 will be the
prosperous man In the future of this
country.
Accounting for It
"Sparkle's Is not the sort of humor
which depends on wine for Its
"On. no; he's noted for his dry wit"
When a wise man bets on tbe races
he lets hla wife bold the stakes.

OPENS

SAFE

FOR

THIEVES

Ohio Buaineae Men Have Taken Pre
cautions Against Amateur Robbers.
8teubenville, Ohio "Tills safe la unlocked. Go to It" This sign has been
displayed In a number of stores In
Steubcnvtlle. Ohio, for tbe Information
of cracksmen and burglars.
Business men took this precaution
to protect their safes from being
ruined by amateur yeggs who have
been using sledge hammers In place
of "soup."
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Tee Affectionate.
Pittsburgh. "Such young Ideas will
ervt yoa 110," said Magistrate Sweeney FOUGHT
FOR A PRINCIPLE
to William Creasy, siity, accused of
annoying hotel elevator girls. "He
railed me 'Snookums and 'Sweetie,'" Men of 81 Went Forth to war witn
a Stem and Overwhelming
said one girl.
tense of Duty.
Stopped Wrong Car.
John Fink, twenty- Pittsburgh.
These "boys of "61" were loved a
three, held np an automobile In Scheo-lan fathers
park, bat swooned when the occu yoa love your boys. As
Aa at
pants stepped out The automobile and mothers lore their boys. who
are
contained Police Commissioner Carroll food dtizAs lore the boys
to be the men of tomorrow.
and four hasky cops.
y

n

were attacked by a
large force of the enemy
Bnd driven back, leaving Wllliy uen(j and
Wounlel upon the field.
In the sixth Massachusetts a fuler ml(l
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Why did these "boys in Uie" enlist?
Were they crazed by the sound of
the fife and the drum?
Were they young men filled with
the spirit of adventure, restive under home restraint glad of any opportunity to get out and away from
life?
the grinding routine of every-daWere they blind followers of magnetic men, enlisting, neither knowing
or daring what was before them?
The manner In which they enlisted.
the sacrifices they endured, the hero-- ;
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1
by side, nnd when ,he
'
Union force M, back
the son was missing. It
was learned that he
was wounded, anil with
George Fox, ulso badly wounded, lay far out on the
Held. Private Sweutt could not withstand the ngony on the father's face. Uiivlil (iood-huvolunteered to go with him, and together they
dashed across the field, the turget for hundreds of
the enemy. As the two heroes were lifting Fox
from the ground Goodhue was shot and killed.
Another hull struck Fox while Sweatt was carrying
hlin off. A moment later the enemy were upon
them, nnd all three were taken prisoner.
Samuel C. Wright enlisted In 1801, fought In 21
pitched buttles, was seriously wounded five times
and was resrted dead three times. He belonged
Massachusetts volunteers. At
to the Twenty-nintAntletam Wright showed his mettle. As sergeant,
with 75 volunteers, he churged a fence at "Woody
lane" and under a terrific fire destroyed It so as to
open the breach by which the Confederate linos
were Inter pierced and forced back. Wright was
one of six of the band of volunteers who survived
the charge, the others being killed or mortally
wounded. At Knoxvllle Wright sustained a compound fracture of the right leg. Although the bone
protruded through the flesh, Wright dragged himself over the rough ground a distance of 13 miles,
much of the way between the opposing fires of
both armies, and finally got to the hospital. He
got a furlough home, but waa again with his old
regiment In April, 1804, rejoining the army of the
Potomac, taking part In Grant'a campaign. At
Cold Harbor Wright was hit In the left arm, but
He participated In battle
ho kept In the field.
after buttle down to the explosion of the mine In
front of Petersburg, July 30, 1804, when a bullet
pierced his right eye. The ball passed through,
lodging against the back of the skull. Then he hud
to quit
Bore Charmed Lives.
William H. Howe enlisted as private In Company
Massachusetts Infantry, In April,
K, Twenty-nint1801, and served until June 29, 1805. He was
wounded at Newport News, Cold Harbor and at
Petersburg. He received his medal and was promoted from first sergeant to first lieutenant for
heroic conduct at Fort Haskell, Va., Mnrch 25,
1805. He was captured with his entire company.
In the darkness of the morning, between Forts
Haskell and Stedman, but escaped and ran to Fort
Haskell. Remnants of the Union forces were gathered here, but the galling fire of the enemy In
front had silenced all the batteries of the fort and
no effective resistance could be offered. Unless
one of the batteries could be manned the whole
Union force would be compelled to surrender.
Capt. John M. Dean called for volunteers. Howe
and three others responded, manned one of the
s
of an hour
abandoned guns, and for
poured cannister Into the ranks of the unprotected
enemy in front, tearing huge gaps In their line and
finally putting them to flight. During all this time
the five gallant men were exposed to the whole
fire of the enemy.
Here, by way of variety. Is a freak story that
Illustrates how luck, chance. Providence, Kismet
call It what you will playa its part In war. John
L. Metcalf, Troop A, Fifth cavalry, had several
miraculous escapes from death during the Civil
war. His record Included 45 engagements. He
was In the battles of Bull Run, Antletam and Gettysburg. "I was shot through my clothing at the
second battle of Bull Run," said Metcalf. "A spent
ball struck a cartridge box I had In my pocket
and so I wasn't hurt In the least I had my musket
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shot out of my hand several times unit horses shot
from under me, hut was never really Injured. My
most peculiar escape was this: The Confederates
hud a piece of artillery. Two groups of tike Fifth
cavalry charged them. My saber broke. One of
the Confederates commenced to lilt me over the
shoulder with the back of his suiter. My carbine
hug protected me. I pulled out my revolver and
tried to shoot htm. I snapped every enp In that
gun. Then one of our men came to my rescue
and knocked him off his horse.
Tale of Two Kentuckians.
And here, for good measure, is a story that shows
what kind of a people we are : Morgan, the raider,
along about '03, swooped down upon the Federal
garrison at Hartsvllle, Tenn. Morgan had only
about 1,200 men, while the Union forces numbered
about 2,000. Still, Morgan usually knew what he'

was about; result several hundred Federals killed
and the rest captured.
As soon as the buttle was over the Confederate
recrossed the Cumberland river. Among the rear
guard was Private Lurton of the Third Kentucky
cavulry. He woa the last man to recrosa tha
river and Just ahead of him was the last Confederate wagon loaded with Federal muskets and other
captured articles.
In the meantime the sound of Morgan's guns
had disturbed the slumbers of another Kentucklan.
This one was a Union soldier, Harlan by name, and
he was colonel of the Tenth Kentucky Infantry at
Castallan Springs, six miles from Hartsvllle. He
Immediately stnrted with his regiment to the relief of the garrison at Hartsvllle.
Harlan and hla regiment reached the top of a
bluff back from the river Just as Lurton and the
Inst wagon of the Confederates were In the middle of the Cumberland. Harlan hud a field piece
along nnd he pointed It at the Confederate cnvalry-maand banged away. He didn't hit the cavalryman; so he tried again and kept try'nKNevertheless, Harlan's shells hit the river In
the Immediate vicinity of cavalryman and wagon,
and they made a mlglitly splush. The driver cut
loose his mules and mnde record time to the shore.
If Lurton tarried, there Is no record of It
About TpO years later. In Mack roles, the colonel
behind the cannon ard the private on the horse
august
sat side by side on the bench of the m
tribunal of the world. For the Federal was John
Marshall Hnrlan and the Confederate was Horace
Harmon Lurton and Intth were associate Justices
of the Supreme court of the United States of
America.
This United States of ours Is a great country
and It Is Just such things as thla liarlan-Lurtoaffair that makes us sure of It
When one of these Kentuckians hanged away at
the other our country waa In the throes of the
fiercest and bloodiest civil war of all history. And
that was Just about half a century ago.
Since then we have grown to be the wealthiest
and niovt powerful nation on earth. But better
still, we have outgrown the things that set Union
soldiers against Confederate, until the presence of
these two fighting men of the Civil mar side by
side upon the Supreme court bench was truly
typical of sectional strife forgotten and a country
reunited.
It takes a great country and a great people to
make such things not only possible but actual

Isms to which they gave themselves,
the deaths to which thousands of them
came, reveal the absurdity of any such
interrogation.
They were young men athrill with
life, full of love for the flag, flred
with enthusiasm for their country.
Not from sinister motives, $13 a
month, did they enlist
Not that they might be freed from
home restraint did they enlist for they
went out with mother's kiss fresh on
their lips, prayers of father sounding
in tlwdr ears, counsel of friends Tlt- -
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ten In the tablets of their brave hearts.
They went out from a stern sense
of duty!
Their president Abraham Lincoln,
had asked for them.
They knew that the Union could
not exist "half slave and half free."
They went out with the vision of a
greater country. A comntry which under God should forever be purged from
tbe stain of slavery.
When you are telling the story of
Old Glory yon must teU these things.
Chicago American.
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Thomas Doran of Santa Fe has disposed of the Hotel Doran in Albuquerque to B. A. Winters and
Marshall Jones, two Oklahoma hotel
operators. The new owners are already in active charge. Mr. Jones
will manage the hotel and will be
joined by his mother and sister soon.
Mr. Winters' business interests will
require his absence from Albuquerque much of the time. The name
will
be chkngied
hack toHolel
Combs.

Oliver & Hines of Carlsbad, last
week installed a new
gas
tank and facilities for furnishing
auto owners with free air and water.
n

Most of the farmers of Loving
are cutting hay this week. The crops
are fine, and they are hoping for
fair weather until the harvest is

Special Notice

Good things come in small packages
VjUALITY, not quantity, counts. The difference
between the size of our Bevo bottle and the beer
bottle used by others is two ounces one swallow.
This slight difference in quantity is their only

over.
A.-

N. Seaton and wife, who ranch

near Pearl, were in town, shopping
He says
and transacting business.
the grass is good, that there is a
and
in
that
the
season
good
ground
he has kaffir corn knee high and
growing rapidly, besides other crops
that are doing well. Carlsbad

talking point.

Many copied our bottle, others tried to imitate
our label and name, but none have succeeded in
producing the quality of

ranchman near
Earl Netherlin,
Dunken, was a Hope visitor WedMan Kidnap Son
Netherlin"
reports ratige
nesday. Mr.
Esequiel Baca was given a pre- conditions fine and cattle in good
Tbe Stata Record has become
Judge Taft docs violence to hi liminary hearing Tuesday tnornino shape. Hope Press.
1 intelligence
wbea be assart that on the charge of kidnapping his own
really impressed with the earnest-move-- 1 the new draft of the league covea-aoen- t child from St Anthony'
aess of the present state-wid- e
orphanage.
Elza Swift has purchased the Hope- to eaplore every promising oil ant safeguard the Monroe Doctrine, He was arrested upon a complaint Artesia mail route from Joe ColeS
his
Lalo
Mexico.
to
effect
former
that
whole
New
His
in
wife,
Drilling
signed
by
argument
prospect
man and made his first trip last
way in U based oa the statement that the de Rata, from whom he was di- week. Hope Press.
operation are already under are
be- - covenant "recognize
it (the doctrine) vorced. In the decree, she was given
several counties. Other rig
1 the custody
of tlie children. A son,
ana sun oiner are in as a regional unoerstanaing lor
The engine for the electric light
tag installed will
Bevo is classified by the U. S.
be plsced within a curing the maintenance of peace." Fstevan Baca, was placed in the ortransit and
has arrived and work of inplant
the'
Government as a soft drink.
phanage. According to the story told stalling it has begun, but it will proshort time. Several of the new rig It makes no difference what
I
where no league of nation may "recognize" the police. Para went there Sundav
are going into section
bably be thirty days before the
his
He
son.
is
demanded
and
a
not
been
It
Monroe
Doctrine.
ha
finally plant will be ready to furni.h juice.
attempted. in the
previou drilling
ANHEUSER-BUSC- H
The movement to locate commrT. document 'for securing the naain-cia- l prevailed upon the authorities to
Artesia Advocate.
oil in New Mexico needs to have tenance of peace" and never was. It give up the hoy, hut his wife imST. LOUIS
full support of every public spirited j( a declaration to the world that if mediately informed the polire AlThe sheep and goat men of El
citizen. Every possible inducement certain thing are attempted we will buquerque Herald.
weather
fine
are
Paso Cap
hav:ng
should be offered outside capital and regard those attempt a a menace
for lambing and kidding. They re
e
CHAVES
experienced oil men to enter the to our safety, and act accordingly-statninety-fivabout
per cent lamu
port
to make complete and thorough So long as nations of the Old World
and kid crop, and the cattle men
e
prin-Thof
the
tests of every promising location, refrain from violation
cream making plant at his home, and
will have a heavy crop of calves ago in his car, he was held up just
LUNA
Shearing Woolie
h Busy
a quarter of a mile from town by
will engage in this line of business
locating of commercial oil mean'ciple set forth in the Monroe
A Russell sheared his flock of 270 this year. Carlsbad Current.
will
the
hut
This
will
state.
entire
trine peece
to the
prevail,
on his own account in the future.
robbers, who relieved him of 75 cents. Moon.bin. Still Di.cov.r.d
besides the lambs, last week.
sheep,
of
to
undertake
moment
industry
the
stimulate development
transgress Smith Brothers are shearing this Hay shipments from
they
project they passed up his gold watch saynrnntv
iarlc Br,fn ,ilv The plant has a capacity of 200 galin
at
the
Keith has ,been
and business generally and lead to the rule we have laid down war will week.
it".
"did
hold
not want
The
earnest,
agent
ing they
of Columbus, accompanied lons per inday. Mr.
They have several thousand) have begunin Carlsbad
that lips told him to beat it then took marshal
this business for 'some
the
engaged
exploration and development of other be the order of the day.
depot
reporting
are
head
and
to
shear
officfrs
CUitoms
,hy
Armstrong.Alley
anticipating
Candid American everywhere will a
He was the founder of the
natural resource, now latent.
than fifty cars his car and made off.
good summer as the rains have put requests for more
Rutland, and Holzman, have just time.
been the military
The State Record ha kept in close admit that it b
The car was afterwards found on remanded
first ice cream making establishment
having already been received from
in
Lake
the
Sheriff
the
of
to
shape
pastures
custody
ha
in Deming, selling out later to the
touch with the present oil movement power of the United State that
the Carlsbad and Otis districts, while the Deming road, just outside of W. C
Arthur Times
Simpson, of Luna county and Deming
Ice Cream company and reand will continue to give conserve- - been in the bound of the Monroe
as many more have been requisi- Lordsburg,
of
justice
department
e
representative
to
hundred
a
salesDoctrine for a
live and reliable information
year.
Kanchnien are breaking up their tioned from Loving and Malaga.
E. McDonald, maining with the company as
at
J.
Deming,
Doyle
of
We
the
as
lea"
a
league
possible.
troy that power,
progress as far
and report a fairly Carlsbad Argus.
come from Hurley, and man. Demiiig Headlight.
lambing
to
ramps
claiming
Monroe
located
and
be
the
will
will
oil
nation
do,
believe firmly that
The green
good crop this year.
Tom A. Duke, who says his home is
Cattle shipments from the Carls- Lovington Editor to Pea
ia several districts. It will require Doctrine will not be worth the paper grass and the abundance of water
MCKINLEY
J. C. Estlack, editor of the Irving-to- at Roswell, together with a still
time as it is certain that the big oil it is written oa. It is not the Doc-lie- s make stronc and healthy sheep a bad district have continued without
machinery for the manufacturing of
who
mainten-4,00- 0
to
Leader,
the
and
secured
pleaded
guilty
ha
between
3,000
that
the
trine
week,
possibly
during
deep,
past
sure
and it is a great relief interruption
H. H. Jones, conductor, is having
grade booze.
the fol- the charge of libel, was sentenced high
feet in some part of the state, ance of peace, a Mr. Taft would to thething
The cabin with its little rock fire a fine brick residence built in the
plains workers, who have pass- the depot force reporting
Bros. loided by Judge Sam G. Bratton in district
To drill this deep require many bae us believe, but the military ed through vears of trial and re lowing:
Livingston
and complete distillery equip- Victor Addition, which will cost in
at court at Roswell to serve not more place was
'power of America.
cars, Wednesday,
weeks, possibly month.
verses, to see suoress ahead n the twenty-fiv- e
located in the Tres
Mr.
the neighborhood of $5,000.00.
six nor less than three months ment
From report received recently the That being true (and Mr. Taft in road again. Roswell News.
Avalon, for Carrizozo, hy way of El than
mountains, jVist five minutes and Mrs. Jones are at present visitthe state penitentiary at Santa
rush for control of land through hi innermost soul, Mr. Wilson, and
Paso, and V. V. Lu'k and sons, in
from
the
walk
Mountain
Scenic ing in the Pacific Coast Cities
Fe. Mr Fcllarlr ic rennrferf tn have
leases or placer location i (till on. a the delegate to the peace con-cars, loaded at the same
Nat Stiles of the plains last week twenty-fiv- e
between
Columbus and Gallup News.
lot of speculators naturally are in ference must know thst it is true) it delivered a hunch of cattle which pens, consigned to buyers at Pla- printed a vicious attack on Judge Highway
T. McClure in his paper.
He Deming.
the field, trafficking in leases. Tbey follow that Article XXI of the
he sold to Ballard & Armstrong teau, Texas, J. F. Rarey shipped one John
Volunteer en Way to France
before Judge Bratton that!
for immediate profit by selling snant, under the term of which the The cattle are to be taken to the car Thursday, for Kansas City mark- admitted
Installing New Engine
A trainload of volunteer soldiers
the
were
and
the
not
statements
true,
lasses. This feature i not helpful league fanatic
say the Monroe Ballard & Armstrong ranch near ets. Carlsbad Argus.
F. G. Scherer, expert engineer and passed through Gallup Friday of last
penitentiary sentence was imposed erector
in bringing in operators to test the Doctrine will be protected, falls to Santa Fe. Roswell Record.
for the Fairbanks-Mors- e
week on their way to an eastern
by the judge.
the ground.
field by drilling.
GRANT
Company, is installing Mr. Frederick-son'- s Embarkation port where they will
The movement, however, has gain- The tower of the old Cerno Stock
100
h.
new
"LINCOLN
p. engine, known as sail for France to relieve men in
ed so much force that we feel certain
Food building of Roswell has comBOSS WILSON'S DIGGER
the type "Y" oil, which will be diiect the A. E. F. Already 17,000 have
Seem Assured
of result. The oil may be found tn
75 K. V. A. alterDeal
pletely disappeared frqm view, and Bumper Crops
Latest
Stock
a
connected
to
and about that many are now
Frospects for a bumper crop in the E. O. Finley sold 1500 two and nating current generator, which will sailed, assembled
San Juan Basin, tbe Pecos Valley, at
la the recent interview in th with its passing one of the old landat the eastern port
being
Columbus, in Quay County Union Washington Post a visitor from marks of the valley passes out. The irrigated and dry farms of Grant three years old steers to the
sufficient
electric
for
current
give
sail as soon as the boats
will
and
never
than
were
better
where
they
Fe
county
Santa
or
County
is
County,
being rapidly put into
Texas take offense at the pointed building
Co., of Denver, Colo., The a town three times the size of are available. The man were fully
drills have been at work for some attacks centered on Mr. Burleson, shape to accommodate
the new are this year. Present indications steers were shipped from this point Columbus, to say nothing of sup- equipped and
ready to go. Many of
point to a record crop of all fodders last Saturday, billed to Denver. They
lima. Or the first big oil may come while those wbo are doing the attack- cannery.
plying lights for Camp Furlong, the men are former service men who
and grains and of fruit above the are a fine lot.
in newer location like the Tularosa ing aing the praises of President
is
which
sure to be some military were
discharged. Gallup
recently
average. Not only are the prospects
basin, Wilson, who is responsible for Mr.
COLFAX
Basin, at Stein, the Playa
The Carrizozo Live Stock ComHerald.
for a good crop very bright indeed mission Co., sold 10 fine Hereford post. Columbus Courier.
the Joraado basin, or McKinley Burleson being in tbe cabinet. "This
but the area under crop is much the cows and one bull to
A Recent Deal
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row," said the Texan, "between PostBut True
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Every Thing Fine and Dandy
Lake wood
a. example of what a vanced ta a
Kansas farmers with s'ork hoir.
Grass is splendid and getting betpo.nt where ..Iver mm- can da for the community,
ing aa agaia become attractive. AI to turn on alfal'a rasf'ire Today H ter aH the time. Stock are doing
aa ounce we may look for t. JVeison. ot !reenlef. Kansas ar- fine and lambing, wh:rh is asually
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their hogs is very choice.'Organ- - While Leo Kosenstein, of Lordt-koreight ia Ml -a- asara, building must ttuuipa.
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JACK D. TRAINOR WRITES '
There it no use talking, Frank you
can't keep good party down.
LETTER TO THE POINT
I receive your paper once ia
FROM CORD EL, GERMANY
great while and. it always gives aae
deal of pleasure to read it
A letter was received by the State great
don't believe in band-lin- g
Record a few days ago from Jack you certainly
them with gloves, do you? By
XX
Trainor, of this city. The envelope the way, Frank, has the state made
bean about all the German and any provision to allow the A. E. F.
French postmarks and censorship any extra pay (bonus) the same as
stamps and O, K.'s that there is space the other states are doing? If not
to put them on, but Jack's letter goes you want to get after them because
Ing, of which you no doubt have more we don't want New Mexico to be
s follows:
backward in anything. It will be a
A. P. O. Cordel, Germany.
great benefit to the men and it will
March 31. 1919. be something they will never forMr. Frank Staplin, Editor
get. Remember also that the A. E F.
State Record, Santm Fe.
are going to control a lot of votes
Dear Frank:
when they get back, and they also
Yours of Feb. 18, was received a know who treated them right (and
few days ago and was greatly pirated wrong).
to hear from you. I did not think
Well Frank I believe that I have
that you would have time to write had about all of the traveling that
on account of being busy with print-i- I want since I have been
over here.
of which you no doubt have more I have hiked
through England,
than you can do.
France, Luxemburg. Belgium, and
I was greatly pleased with the way
That is about enough for
Germany.
the last election came out it could one year, isn't it ? I think that Gernot have been any better. I sincerely many is quite a pretty country, much
hope that I will be there for the next more so than France, but I guess that
election because I want to do a little is on account oi everyth'ng being so
"stumping" myself for the G. O. P. dirty in the northern part of France
n,

rTttttttttaeMiiMtMlMlllttttttttt1tMtti

fin

When I tbiak of France my mind
instantly runt to thoughts of ruins
we acquired great ef f ioiency in cleaning streets, so when J get old and
not able to work hard I wilt put in
job with the
my application for
D. a. C at bone.
We expect to sail for the states
in June, to most likely I will be home
by July 4th to celebrate. Has Jack
Lowe got back yet? Adolfo Ortiz
and myself are the only two boys
from Santa Fe in tbit regiment, but
the other counties are all well represented in all of the companies.
The wioter hat been very irtild here,
but it ttiU continues to rain and
snow daily. At present I am on
Railroad Guard, as a constant watch
is kept over all bridges and stations
in case of any uprising or other

HEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES
ITATB Or HEW MEXICO
FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

PURUC LAND

(ALE
LEA COUNTY

CoMisaiaacr at Fealte
Seats Ft, Ms
Ifotic i hereby fivta thai partaeat te
the provitioaa of aa Act af Ceaereae,
Jaat 30th, ma, the laws a it
Stat of Nra sicaico aad Ikt raise aad
Office

the

I

Lease.

reealarinai of the Slate Lead Office, the
af Paebe Leads wiB alter
at eualit sale la the biaheet Bidder el
A. af., sa Wednesday, June llth.
e'cloek.
emergency.
ta the towa ef Loviaftoe, Coaaty af
Give my regards to all of the otti-c- e 1911.
Lea. State af Ne Mexico, ia beat af the
force and tell them to drop me a court hoeet shereia, Ibe fellow leg described
card if they have time. Well good tracts Of isae. mat
bye, regards to all.
Sale Ne.u- aSec M; T. U B.,
SOU acres The
L Jf K., coataiaiaf Wjt
Sincerely,
seaaltt af leaciaf, valae S100.0,
Pvt Jack D. Trainor,
Sale Na. Mat
Co. H. 356 Inf.,
lyi. Sec. It T. M &,
X E., eoateinie, UOftl acres. The im
Wth Div., A. E. F,
provcucale consist af feaeiaf, value $10000.
Germany.
Ne bid oa the above described tracts will
be accepted for Jess thaa FIVE DOLLARS (15.00) per acre, which it the
vtlot thereof, and ia additioa thereto
the atteeeaaful bidder aiutt pay for the
that eaut oa tbt Itad.
Cotaeaiaaioeer

Eath of the above described
be oilered for salt separately.

THE BEST BUY IN TEXAS!
n'L
If You Don't Think
Try
WELL DUE IN AT RANGER
So-Do-

t

!

WE ARE BOUND TO GET A GUSHER
' We Can't Miss It Because We are
Surrrounded by Gushers

!

trartt

will

are ta act as aach for the firat three
moatha after tbe fiting, approval and
Certificate, aad until their
lag ef thia elected!
aucceeeora
and qualified,- are;
are
George M. Kiaaell, Ed. Betth, aad Dillmaa
C Kiaaell, whose Pott Office addreat ia
each iaataace ia Santa Ft, New Mexico.
."The power to maxe, alter, araead aad
a
for the aoveraatent, re
repeal the
eulatioa ana control of toil corporation
a ha II bt ia the Board of Directora of tbe
same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, wt have here
aato tat our bandt and scale, in the City
of Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, oa thia
25th day ol April. A. D. 1919.
Ed. Heach,
(SEAL)
Geo. M. Kinaell,
Dillman C Kinaell,

and-som- e

(SEAL)
)
laa
County of Santa Ft,
)
Oa thit 25th day of April A. D 1919.
befort mt the undersigned authority, in
and tor the ajaid state, pcrtonally ap.
peered Ed. Heach, George M. Kinaell. Dill-maC. Kinaell, and Paulint
to
Kinaell,
me known to be the nertona deacribrd r
aad who executed the foregoing inttruraent
and each of whom acknowledge to mt that
they executed the aamt aa their fret act
and deed and for tbt usee aad purpotea
therein expreaaed and act forth.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have here
unto art my hand and affixed my .official Stal thia the day an.! year in thia
Certificate firtt aboee written.

Statt

of New

Mexico,

J. B. C LOPEZ.
Notary Puhlic
(SEAL)
My rommiaaion expirea:
, 1923.
April
ENDORSED
(No. 9799)
Tor
Rtc'd Vo. 6 Page Ml.
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF
CO
THE HONDO TIE AND LUMBER
(No Storkholdera'
Liability).
Filed in Office of
STATE
CORPORATION
COMMISSION,
Of New Mexico.

The above aalt of lead will be tubjeet
to the foilowtea tcrme and coeditioat. vie:
The eucceaslul bidder mutt pay to tae
Comruietioner of Public Land or ait aerat
holdin
turn aalet one.lwentieth of the
price offered by him for tbe land, tour pet
cent iatcrett ia advance for the balance
of aach purchtae price, free for advertia
ine and appraieement and all coatt inci
dental to the tale herein, each and all of
aaid amountt muat be deposited ia caar
or certilied eachange at the time of aalt
and which aaid arnounta and all of then,
April 26, 11; 10 A M.
A. L. MORRISON,
arc tubject to forfeiture to the Statt ol
New Mexico, if the auccetaful bidder doei
Clerk
not eaecatt a eontrart withia thirtv davi Compared I.IOEMA.
after it haa been mailed to him by the Slate of New Mexico,
)
Stale
office, aaid contract to providt
)aa
lhat tht purchaaer may at hit option make
)
Counfy of Santa Fe,
of aot lata than
1
el
paymenta
hereby certify that thia Inatrumrnt wai
cent
of
ninety-fiv- e
tht purchatt price tiled fir reenrd un thr 28 day of April. A.
per
at any timt after tht taie aad prior to thr D. M9, at 2 JO o'clock P. M , and waa duly
expiration of thirty years from the datr recorded in Biok 2 of the reconle of Corp.
of the contract and to provide
for thf
paea 552 ami 5.i, on thia ltt, day of May,
payment of any unpaid bafaact at tht ea A. D., 1"19.
piratioa of thirty yeara from the date of
Witneaa my hunt! and aeal of office.
the contract with iatereat oa deferred pay
ALFREDO I.UCFRO.
arete at tht rttt of lour per cent per
County Clerk, Santa Fe County N. M
annum payable in advance oa the aamver
P H. HU.L, JR.,
tary of tht data of tht contract, partial
Dei
payments te be credited oa the aaaivrraar,
of the date of tht contract atst following
tht data of leader.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Tht abort salt ef laad will bt aubjtci STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF
NEW MEXICO
to valid txiating righta, taaemcatt, right
(
and reeervatioae.
Certificate of Comparitoa
Unitrd Statea of America
)
Tht commitaioncr of Public Landt or hit
)te
Slate of New Mexico
agent holding auth aale retervca tht rigbi
)
to reject any and all bida offered at eaiif
It it Ilcrel.y Certified, that the annexed
tale.
ia a full, true and complete tranacript o
tht
Poateaaioa uadcr contracts of aalt foi I erti(ic-t- r
of Slockhulilrra' Non Liability
tht abovt described tracta will bt aivee
of
oa or before October ltt, 1919.
THE HONDO TIE AMD LUMBER CO
Stockholdera
(No
Liabilityj.
Witneaa my band and tht official teal
(No. 9IHI0)
of tht Matt Laad Offirt of tht Statt of
with the tndortemrnla thereon, aa tame
New hfeaico. this aiath dty of January
appeara on file and of record in the ol
191.
ficc of iht Stale Corporation Commiaaion
H. A. PTELaj,
la Teatimony Whereof, the
Cemmiatit'Oer of Public Laada,
State Corporation ComStatt af New Mexico
miaaion of tht Stttt ol
First Publication March 2a, R19.
New Mexico bat ctuarrl
(SEAL)
La at Pub heal loa J una a, 1919.
thit certificate to be
aigned by tta Chtirmaa
and Iht teal of aaid
to be affixed at
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
tht City of Santa Ft on
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF
thit 2oih day of April.
NEW MEXICO
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LISTEN FURTHER:
You want to make a safe investment, don't you?
You want to get big returns, don't you?

Well here is what is behind every dollar you invest:
tract alone, worth better
One well due in Ranger on our
44-acr-

e

than $120,000.

re

hn
who have paid dollar for dollar for their stock. Study the men behind the Weimar Oil Company
are backing their judgment with their money as well a advini? their friends to buy:
W. J. DOBBS, President Weimar. Texas (office Dallas), experienced oil oterator. who stands hiirh
in his community. Invites investigation. His judgment on oil properties is recoirniied among t!e
laree companies of Texas.
done
A. P. BECK, Vica President For nearly th rty years a merchant at Weimar. Texas, who ha
business with many wholesale firms of Texas, andwe will recommend his business judgment and his
inteirritv ss h'ljhlv as any man in Texas.
W. F. MILLER President of the First State Bank at Weimar, is treasurer of the company, and well
known in banking circles thronprhout Texas. The larire part of the stock of this company, was subscribed in the town of Weimar unsolicited because of their faith in the officers of th's company
Vice President and General Manager of this company, is an experienced and
JAY L. NYSEWANDER
successful oil operator.

Do You Believe in These Men Do You Think They Would Advise
Their Closest Friends on Anything Wrong? Never
THE WEIMAR OIL COMPANY

A Texas Corporation.
Capital, $100,000 $2.00 Per Share
II

111

1
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MAIL TODAY TO EL PASO OFFICE.
WEIMAR OIL COMPANY.
Ttnua.
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THE HONDO TIE AND LUMBER CO.
(No Stockholderi' Liability.)
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tract worth
Well Drilling Block 75 Burkbtirnett on our
acre.
to
from $10,000
$15,000 per
tract in Block 73.
Another well being started on our
Over 1500 acres valuable leases in North Central Texas oil fields.
Six producing wells Humble, oil field.
High class business men of good standing behind company.
Plenty of mo ney in the Treasury.
Hundreds of stockholders in Arizona. New Mexico and California.
Many have investigated personally and say it's the best buy in
Texas.
YOU SHARE IN ALL WE OWN AND ALL WE REALIZE.
ONLY A LIMITED AMOUNT OF STOCK FOR SALE
at $2.00 per share.
Wire your order in Don't wait do it today before Weimar stock
Liberty Bonds at Par.
takes another advance.
ASK THESE PEOPLE WHO WE ARE:
City National Bank of Dallas, Dallas. Texas
First National Bank of Ranger, Ranger. Texas
First State Bank, Weimar, Texas
El Paso Bank and Trust Co., El Paso. Texas
DUN and BRADSTREETS.
YOU ARE INVESTING YOUR MONEY WITH THESE MEN:

1

(SEAL)
(SEAL)

Pauline Kinaell,

STATE OP NEW MEXICO
STATE

United Statta of America

piy

April 24th The Jlrazos well, 2500 feet Northwest from our property
broke loose, April 24th making 5,000 barrels.
Ranger, Texas Well on l'.ooles farm .about 2,500 feet South west-ca- me
in April 26 making better than 2.000 barrels per day and increasing.
Texas Company well, about 3,000 feet Southeast, flowing over
1,000 barrels a day.
The Crosby well, 1,500 feet west of us came in May third making
over 2,500 barrels a day.
Four wells having come in within the past twenty days all making
better than. 1,000 barrels a day and not a single one over 3000 feet
less 'than 1000 fet away R E M EMBER these
away
wells completely surround us on all sides. We start at once to drill
another well on the same tract That's how sure we are that Wei-mNo. 1 will be a sure one.
FURTHER NEWSLISTEN ATTENTAT. VELY '
WE WILL RE IN THE BLACK LIME TOMORROW
'- FURTHER NEWS
SJ
We are drilling at Burkburnett. BLOCK 75
These famous Wells are our neighbors:
Golden Cycle Thrift No. 1
2
Thrift No. and United.
We are drilling in Block 75, only 700 feet South of the Golden
Cycle well which came in a short while ago making better than 4000
barrels daily 1000 feet from the famous United 2500 feet from
and about 1500 feet from Thrift No.
the famous'
1 and No. 2.
We are down y
better than 1000 feet.
Burk-Waggon-
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When the Colorado

Burst Its Banks and
Flooded the Imperial

Valley of California

The RIVER

By

Ednah Aiken
Copyright, Bebbe-Marr-

OlMSley

the jump. A spur track waa rushed man's clear notes mingling with Ger-ty- a
An unfathered rumor started that DRAG ROADS AT PROPER TIME
across the
childish treble. "Godfrey I? Her Rickard waa In with the Reclamation
above the gate, as
The night wus bright with stnrs.
the closing of the
Of Service men ; that he wanted the work Fully
A Glimpse of Freedom.
Important as It la That High,
gate with mind jumped to other
"Bright an day. Isn't It?" Becuuse her
ways Should Be Done Right-K- eep
The siding was deserted. The Pal' the flash boards was no longer possible. course I So that was what was going to fail; to be adopted by the Service.
rock-fiused
hud
nut
wus
voice
Ruts From Forming.
curt, ami she
waa the only means of on. And she not seeing I If not one MacLean broke a lance or two against
myru hud run nut to Tuscon. Murshall A
Ins name, the rising Inflection helped
had gone without apprehension. They closure. In the distant quarries men man, then another! Horrid little clan- the absurd slander. He was making
n
over
a little! Hateful, to stumble
(Prepared by the United States Departthe discovery that a man's friendship
did not expect now to have setbacks, were digging out rock to fill the call destine affairs I
ment of Agriculture.)
rut in the road ! Of course, he'd make
for a man may be deeper than a man's
to have to extend the time set for the from the river.
The meeting was awkward. SpeedIt Is fully as Important that a road
tier take his arm! Of course!
Marshall came down to see the com ily Innes got rid of the news. Mrs. love for a woman. He was a Rickard
ultimate diversion. The days were
be
at the right time as It la
ltii kuiM grasped her elliow.
She
"I believe I'll go man. He was made to feel the re thatdragged
flowing like oil. The encampment was pleted spur. Before he reached the Hardin shrugged.
the dragging be properly, done.
wulkcd along, her head high, her
anthe
of
first
the
moved
Intake,
made
men
she
bad
rock
train
out"
proach
It
with
filling up
Plaintively,
visitors, newspaper
Furthermore, the difficulties Involved
cheeks fliinilug, anger burying through
who cauie to report the spectacular onto the spur track. The trestle had nouncement as though it were just
Wednesday not
reported. la prescribing definite rules for deterlier at his touch.
horthe
will
be
Coronel
evolved.
settled,
the
to
bud
from
thrown
been
train
"Now,
camp
camp,
passed
camp
capture of the river.
when dragging should be done
rid. Everybody will be cross and his advice unpopular. Scouts sent out mining
Klckard's duy badly begun, piled up from the rails and wrecked.
Stupid to press this compaiilonsliip.
are equally as great as those already
Marshall came In from the damaged everybody will be working."
to watch the work on the river report
this awkward silence on her. If he
with vexations. Ity sundown, he was
encountered In attempting to define
As she left the tent beyond, Innes ed it was crippled.
wet to the skla, and mad as a sick Ari- trestle, bringing Rickard and Crothers,
The white man bow It should be done.
thought she was going to entertain
Only very genMrs.
Godus
Marshall
be
would
could
Harher
chat
swift
hear the vibrant voice of
zona cat.
had invited Innes
liiin,
(Jerty did, with
sending for the Indian soon. eral statements concerning this feadin to dine with them. Innes fell to
The waiting braves sat on their ture of
In this Jaundiced juncture,
ter, he'd he Kurprlsed! Any other two him !
can
work
the
be made
He was looking at her. Suppose any
tjienple would fall Into easy
haunches, grlnulng and smoking their here, and much must properly
Jr., brought down his dispatches flushing, and chilling, as a
be left to the ex
hut what could she, Innes liar thing hud happened to her! He hud
to the river. He rend of the burning
figure came directly to her. His
pipes.
perienced Judgment of those who de
11.
find to chatter about with this minute of nausea. If thut brute had of a trainloud of ruilroud ties. Itlckard eyes where was the look she had
Saturday
night the camp went cide when the dragging of any particuriiHii stalking
feared, of possessive tenderness? The
along, gj'imly grasping hurt her nnd then he knew bow It swore.
gloomily to bed. On the Indian side lar road Is to be started and when It
lier iirm? Close as they were, his touch wus with him !
there was no revel, no feasting or U to be stopped.
quizzical gleam was gone. On guard!
"Anything se pleasant?"
He looked nt her gravely. Of course,
"A letter from the governor from A solemn business, loving, when you
reminding her every minute, between
dancing.
The rule
cited that all
Iheni wirikeil her brother and her He hud known It a long time. It was dud." MucLcun read thnt his father know that it means life! On guard,
Rickard did not turn In until after earth roads frequently
should be dragged immetimlhcr'M
wife uml there was the true. She wus going to belong to liliu. begged a smull favor of Illckard.
though, to her I She pulled her flu
He diately after
midnight, planning alternatives.
every rain, Is In many '
Mexican hateful niemory! Of course If thut brute hud hurt her!
was sleeping hard when MacLean, at cases
'Godfrey, the celebrated English gers from his strong lingering clasp,
entirely impracticable and Is also
she could not he casual. And she
She shrank under his grnvlty ; this tnor. Is on my hands. Ills doctors and joined Mrs. Marshall.
dawn, dushed Into his tent.
Rickard had his soldier look on. She
would not force it. lie had brought was something she did not understand
nave been advising outdoor occupa
"Quick, what does tills mean?"
(his nli. nil. Let him talk, then!
It was a splendid spectacle, and
They were silent, walking toward the tion. I am sending him to you, ask- was watching htm covertly as be
staged superbly. For background, the
Oppressive that silence. Then It encampment. Itlckard did not care to ing you to give him any job you may talked with bis host and Crothers, as
sharp-edgeenmc to her that she would ask him talk. It was not the time; and he hud have. He is willing to do anything. though she were not there; as though
mountains flushing to
were not waiting for him to
d
Ilie question that his coming hail abort been bntlly shaken, Innes was tremu I'ut him Ht
pinks aud purples ngulnst a
something to keep him oc something
claim. How could he be talking, ob
ed. A glance at his face found him lously conscious of the pulpltutlng si cupied,"
of the old chan
sky; the
ninilliii.'.
nel uniting them, blotting out mllefc of
lie found It amusing? Not lence. She fluttered towurd giddy
Mini. en n saw Klckard's face turn livious of everything else In the world
except the river? Was that loving?
for worlds, then, would site speak. And spt h. Her wttlk that day, Mr. Itlck red. "Suffering cuts! A worn-ou- t
desert Into a flat scene. On the opShe hail heard that water hud npern singer!
they stnlkt'tl along, riicoitscioiisiy she tird
posite bunk of the New river, five
What sort of an opera Could she think of anything else when
he was in
IiiiiI pulled herself away from him. lie started to How down the old river betlv does he think we're
hundred strong, lined up formidably,
giving down here? He was a the tame room with her?
I
soldier
took lier it in
of the modern army.
their fuceg grotesque aud ferocloug
put It in the crotch she hail wanted to see It, and thert Why doesn't he send me a fur cont. or
It came to her, a sort of tender dlvl
of his arm. "That's better," he said. was no one to go with her. Her sen
with paint, were the seven tribes. The
piilr of girl twins? (live the tenor
Mie wondered if he were still smiling. tence broke off.
sun's rays glinted up from their fire
The look he had a role! Anything else? l'llo It all nation, thnt he would not divide his
thoughts, even with her, with love, un
Their pa:i.' Jetl by his tent. Neither turned on her was so dominant, so ten- on.
arms, shotguns, revolvers, Into a mot
a stibtlueil
of litem cotl'v-ley of defiance!
Cocopahs, with
(Hi, nnd one from Gotlfrey himself. til his buttle was won. Well, couldn't
light der. Amused at her giddiness, and
streaming hnlr, blanketed Nuvajos,
through the caiiva." walls. As they yet loving her! Loving her I They lie's in Los Angeles. He guys he'll he she understand that? What her accu
Sex hono- rreadied the place a tigdre darted from were silent again.
I'imas, those In front reinhere tomorrow." He did not wait for satlon ngulnst Gerty?
keep off the track ! Wasu't thut her
Ihi' door.
"You won't go -- if ulone, again." He his chief's reply.
ing In their silent pluto ponies, and all
silent in thut early mornAt he supper table, Illckard, dry own notion? Oughtn't she to be proud He
"oh, Ncnor, I thought you would had not asked ft, at parting. His InFound Wooster at the River Bank, motionless,
r
never c me." It was the wife of
flection ilemundliig It of her, was of and in restored humor, alluded to the of him?
ing light.
She had brought a nest of waspish
"What does It mean?" whispered
lnnailo,
frey persunding Mrs. Hardin to stny
expression was lost on ownership. She did not meet his eyes. invasion of high notes. "I'ity the pnrts
limes, The face wi.s quivering with
Later, when she wus lying on her are nil assigned ; The only vucuncy thoughts tumbling ubnut her ears. there a few weeks longer. She could MacLean. Rickard did not answer. He
(error.
bed, ftice downward, routed, she tried Is In the kitchen. I wonder how he Gerty! He hod loved Gerty. He hear him say, "This will delay the turn had one unuseous Instant as he looked
Drag on a North Carolina Road.
".Mr.
IClcknrd," Innes' words like to analyze that possessive challenge of would like to be understudy to Ling!" couldn't love her. If his thoughts had ing of the river nt the innst but a few toward Innes' tent. Then he broke Into
ever
with
same
seriousthat
lingered,
The next day when the Incident had
very misleading because of the condi
weeks. Rickard told me bo a week ago, laughter.
Ifi.l.M. "I will leave you here. It Is bis gaze, but It eluded words. She
ly solemn look on the false little face And think what it would be here with
"See, the white horse, no, In front " tions which It falls to contemplate. It
ptil uauwesviry to come farther." summoned her pride, but the inclining been, forgotten, and while Itlckard was of
sister-in-laher
out you!"
culled her, sense und mind und soul up at the Crossing on the concrete
"By Jove," MacLean shipped his Is true that there are many road sur
JCm unveiled her meaning!
After dinner they were standing in
gnte, Godfrey blew Into camp. He
It came mi prickly that he was not
"They were all expecting It !" resist thigh. "Coronel ! They bad me buf- faces composed of earth or earthy ma
the
shade
of
the
terial which do not become very muddy
wus like a boy out on a lark. Ills
Palmyra. It was a ed Innes Hurdlu. She turned buck to faloed. 'What do you think it is?"
ready; nor Indeed had (icrty's iniiucn-doebrown eyes were dancing over the ad soft still afternoon. The fierceness of wurd the river. She must find Tom.
Rickard stepped out Into the wash under traffic, even during long rainy
yet reaehed hilu. lint tile situation
the
savage desert hud melted to her
venture. He explored the cunip and
of morning air and waves' a solemn seasons, and since such surfaces usu
wus iliicomfortable. He turned sharpday of lure. Beyond, the turbid wa
cume bnck bubbling.
salute across the river. Gravely It ally tend to harden very rapidly as
CHAPTER XXXI.
ly to the Mexican.
ters
of the Colorado bore a smiling sur
soon as the weather clears up. It may
It's the biggest I ever snw. But any,
was returned by Coronel.
"Come It, " be took her roughly by
A Sunday Spectacle.
"What does It mean?" demanded be desirable to drag roads of this kind
junior, units what they call you. face. There wus nothing to bint of
the arm. She would wake up the camp
Isn't It? I'm the only Idle man here, treachery.
Trouble with the tribes was well MucLeun.
immediately after a rain. Such roads,
v illi her crying. He put her In a chair.
It was a minute of pleasant lassiCan't you give me something to do?
"It means we've won," chuckled bis however, would not ordinarily need to
grown before It wug recognized. Dls".Vow tell your story." The woman
be dragged after every rain, because
I'll do anything. I'd like the boss to tude, snatched from the turmoil. Rick uirectton was ripe, the bucks were chief, coming bucic Into his tent
IiiiiI got to be a
uisiinee. He couldn't
ard had succumbed to the softness of
find me busy wheu he conies In."
An hour later Coronel led In a picked of the strong tendency that they natthe white man's silver acting
heady,
finve her cclfilnr axeijiid like this, lie
MncLenn softened the offer. I'erhaps the day and his mood. He was enjoy like wine. Few of the braves hud group of the tribes. If the white chief urally possess of holding their shape.
IihiI seen that .kA Is
girl's eyes
until Mr. Godfrey learned the ropes he ing tne tnougnt or inner nearness, dreamed of ever possessing sums of would recull the boycott the Monday On the other hand, many varieties of
"Murder.I? V"2 'Jid you say was
could be of general use. They were though she kept her fuce turned from money such as they drew down euch strike was over. The white uiuu's sil- clay and soil tend to become very
iiirflcrcdV '
him. He knew by the persistence of
muddy under only light traffic after
Itlckard began to ver hud won.
the present moment
Sunday
She lifted a fttce, frightened Into
those averted eyes thut she was as suspect morning.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
very moderate rains, and, It Is evident
Indiun
wus
In
unother
there
the
hesitation
in
the
liquor
ugnin.
"Maldonndo
uml
the
huguurtliioss.
that roads constructed of such makitchen! Ling, the Chinese cook, was acutely conscious of his presence i.s he camp Sunduy was a day of feasting,
Klrl."
was, restfully, of hers. Deliberately, followed by a gorged
the next EACH HAS INDIVIDUAL COLOR terials could not always be successovercrowded so many visitors
sleep;
The night was stripped to the traghe was prolonging the instant.
fully dragged immediately after a rain.
day one of languor, of growing lnco- "Great," crowed Gotlfrey, slapping
edy. "Vou fount! them?"
A stir on the river had caught the
heston.
Cities by No Means Alike in Hum Sometimes, In fact, it may be neceshim on the shoulder. "I don't want to
Her face was lifted Imploringly to
of Tod Marshall. He swore
Itlckard spoke of It to Coronel.
sary to wait until several consecutive
Which Attract the Eye of
feel In the way. I want to earn my alert eye
him. "Oh, senor. It was not I. Ity the
of picturesque Marshalllun
string
clear days have elapsed after a long
the Traveler.
"'ike small baby," bunched the old
me
to
!"
Lend
the
hoard.
cook
Mother of Christ, It was not I."
ouths. Illckard's eyes jumped toward shoulders.
rnlny spell before the road Is sufficient"Happy baby. I'retty soou
Thnt evening, the dinner wag helped the
Illckard was not sure. Her fear
The placid waters had stop."
"Have you ever noticed how clllei ly dried out to keep ruts from forming
on its way by the
made him suspect her. "Who was It,
singer of suddenly buckled.
Majestlcnlly the
With the next wages went a repri sometimes seem to hnve their own spe- almost as rapidly as they can be filled
In an apron, borrowed of
F.nglund.
you think?"
gate rose and went out. Months of
a warning. Still followed cial colors?" nsks Julian Street Id by dragging.
Ling, he wus 'it living the time of his work swept away I The gate drifted mand, then
"Felipe," she gasped. "He gl)t nwny
sand-clatopsoil
life." Ling, pretending to scold, had a hundred feet or more. Some unseen bad Mondays. Rickard then issued a "American Adventures," the book Id
from the rurnles he came buck. He
formal warning to till the tribes.
which he and Wallace Morgan re roads should not often become muddy
been won Immediately. Rlcknrd, hcor-In- obstruction
went home there was no one there.
to mock
cuught It
The situation with the Indians Is corded. In words and pictures, what after they are once well compacted.
of the jolly advent, forgot his vex- at the labors of man. there,
Smite one told him where she hud
serious," said Rickard to MacLean.
they think Is the most picturesque part They may become seriously rutted,
ation, and Immediately on his return
Roue. He came to Miiblonado's.
turned toward Rlck
Innes,
however, under heavy traffic, during
"They're getting liquor In here, some of our country the South.
made his way to the mesquit Inclosure nrd. Illsaghast,
the eldest, opened the gale. He
face was expressionless. way, the Lord only knows how. Any- "Paris Is white and green eveo rainy weather, and are almost sure to
to greet the friend of George
was terrible, she suit). He rushed past
There was a buhel of excited voices
ay, they're not tit for burning Mon more so, I think, than Washington," need dragging several times each year.
her. Anil when he came nut his hands
behind them, Bodefeldt, MacLean, day morning. I've jnst sent them word Mr. Street continues.
Such roads should ordinarily be dragGodfrey Blew Into Camp.
After dinner, MucLean carried off
were red. Th children heard cries.
Tony, Crothers, Bangs, all talking at by Coronel that It's got to quit, or they
Is gray ; so Is London usu ged as soon after a rain as prac"Chicago
the
to
his
where
to
were
Delta,
in.
I
afraid
prize
go
They
Godfrey once. Her eyes demanded something do."
got there of her. It cried to her: "I, Casey
ally, though I have seen It buff at the ticable as otherwise the surface soon
last night. I went In. They were not Itlckard, whom your brother hates, earned his welcome. Gerty Hardin for- of Rickard. A fierce resentment
rose
of a heavy fog. New York becomes dry and hard, so that It Is
MacLean
do?"
was
"Suppose
they
to
with
I
flirt
the
cold
was
to
afraid
engineers; she against his calmness. "He knew It," startled. Not an Indian could be beginning
quite
stuy. It once the lover of Gerty Holmes, I am got
used to be a brown sandstone city, necessary to do considerably more
a
new
discovered
had
look
like me, seuor. Will they the mute for you. And I'm going to
sensation. The she rebelled. "He's been
would
but Is now turning to one of cream- dragging In order to fill the ruts. Furspared at that stage of the game.
take me, senor?" She was a wreck come and take you some duy. Some wonderful voice twisted her heart- this to happen. It'a no expecting
to
brick and tile; Naples Is bril thermore, the material which the drag
colored
tragedy
"Bluff!"
Rickard
up.
got
"They
her
told
It
that
the heart that him!" There was a slab as of physiof terror.
strings;
day, when I have time !"
on't take the chance of losing that liant with pink and blue and green moves will not compact readily unless
"Not If what you tell me Is true.
Oh, yes, she was angry with him; has truly loved never forgets, and she cal pain ; she was visualizing the blow
considerable amount of
money. I'm off now to the Crossing. and white and yellow; while as fot It contains
Now, get to bed. I'll give you some- she bad some pride. "Why didn't he knew that she could never have really to Tom.
11 leave
Baltimore, her old houses and bet moisture.
you In charge here."
thing that will make you sleep." He tell me then?" she cried in a warm tu loved, yet, because the youth In her
She heard Marshall's voice, speak
Gravel roads can be effectively main
The next morning Wooster broke In- - new are, as Baedeker puts It of 'cheer
hustled her out nnd prepared the mult to her pillow. "For I would hnve veins was whispering to her thnt she ing to Itiekard. "Well,
you're ready to the ramada where MacLean sat ful red brick not alway of course, tained with a road drag only when the
draught.
I had time, could still forget. Godfrey saw a mogiven him his answer.
but often enough to establish the colot gravel composing the surface Is One
clicking his typewriter.
He wondered as he got Into bed as ample time, to tell him thut it was bile plaintive face turned up to the
Everything's up. Illckard's done It of red brick as the city's predominat grained and contains a considerable
to the truth of her story. IHsgusting, not true." For she wanted a different gibbous moon ; he swept it with thrills
now. Sent some
quantity of clay earth. Gravel road
Independent ing tiue. And with the
such nniinal terror! Awkward hole, sort of lover, not a .secondhnnd dis- and flushes. She was a wonderful aukindergarten orders to the Indians. house particularly the older one-s- surfaces In which this condition prehat. Fate seemed possessed to queer card ; but one who belonged all to her- dience ; she was also his orchestra, the
Says they have to be In bed by ten go clean white marble steps, on the vails not Infrequently get badly out of
him with those Hanllns!
self ; one who would woo, not take her woman with the plaintive eyes. He
clock, or some such hour on Satur bottom one of which, at the side, may shape during wet weather, and may
with that strange sure look of his. played on her expressions as though
Iron sometimes require considerably more
day and Sunday nights. It's a strike. usually be found an
she
a
were
harp.
lie
"You'll
CHAPTER XXVIII,
sand-cla- y
waiting when I come." Ah,
their answer. That's what bis monkey scraper,' doubtless left over from th attention than
was
Mrs.
to
he
Lnter,
!
presented
she would not. Indeed
She would
time (not very long ago) when the
has brought down on us."
roads. The time for draging
topsoil
Hardin.
told
She
him
the
that
!
camp
show ti in
A Discovery.
city pavements had not reached their ging gravel roads Is unquestionably
"They're not going to quit?"
And then she lay quite still with her would no longer be dull ; that she had
The murder of Malilmiiulo shook the
while they are wet In fact the best
"They've sent word they won't work present excellence."
tea
in
nfternoon
ramada.
her
every
ramp next morning. Three rurnles, In hand over her heart. She would be She convicted him
on Mondays, and they will go to bed
results are sometimes obtained by do-lBritishof
archly
lirllliunt trappings, rode up to Rich- waiting when he came for her! BeAncient Time Recorders.
hen they choose Saturday nights.
the dragging after the road has beknew
hood.
must
he
his
"She
have
ard's ramaila. The lender, entering cause, though life had brought them
Perhaps the first reference to at come thoroughly soaked and while It
Losing one day a week! We can't
tea!"
the olliee, announced that they were together so roughly, so tuctlessly had
stand for that Luck's been playing tempts to reckon time by mechanical Is still raining.
"You American women are the won
n the track of u criminal, the
muddled things, yet she knew. She
into bis hands, but this will show him means Is found In Isaiah S8-written In general, it may be said that the
!
ders of the world Nothing daunts you.
of a rurale, Mnldonado. He was would be wnitlng for him I
Tbis'll nbow Marshall his pet supposedly about 71S B.
"the eun best time to drag any type of road Is
p.
fin Indian named Felipe. He repeated
A
dial
of
hat"Before he had left her. Rickard had In the desert, and you give afternoon
clerk. Ten Casey there'll be no InPliny says that Anaxl when the material composing the surthe story Itiekard had heard before. followed a swift Impulse. Those bronze teas. I'll be there every day!"
dians tomorrow." He sputtered an- mander Invented a sun dial about 650 face contains sufficient moisture to
He gave her open admiration; she
Would the senor gtve his respected lamps averted still? Was she remem
B. C The first sun dial at Rome was compact readily after It has been
grily out of the office.
permission for notices to be posted bering lust night? No mistake like looked young and wistful in her soft
Rickard seemed pleased when Mac- - placed In the Temple of Qultinus, moved by the drag and Is not suffinboiit the camp? A description of the that should rest between them. He flowing mulls, the moonlight helping
Lean made the announcement a few bout 298 B. C, when time was divided ciently wet for the traffic following the
Indian, a reward for his capture; the must set that straight That much he her. She fell Into a delicious flurry of
Into hours. The clepsydra, or water drag to produce mud.
hours later.
favor would be Inestimable.
allowed himself. Until his work was nerves and excitement. Later, she
Hla secretary was weighing him. clock, was the next time recorder In
him
wandered
a
from
rude
with
gaping
Itlckard saw the notice later that done. But she knew she bad seen
"What do you Intend to do about It?" vented.
Change In Read Sentiment,
world Into a heaven of silvered decks
"Call their bluff," grinned Casey,
When we consider the fact that sack
day. It was nailed to the buck plat- how It was with him I
and
waters.
He
told
of
her
gleaming
form of the Palmyra. He was on Mara large proportion of our population
Foundation of rwttterheod.
"I wonder If you would help me.
showing teeth tobi ceo bad not bad a
"The doctrine of the Brotherhood of are owners of automobiles It Is not
chance to spoil. "Boycott them."
shall's trail, his rbief having failed to miss iinrutnr vtouia you do some- himself, of his loneliness; his music
him
to
MacLean found Wooster at the river-ban- k Man Is a beautiful dream, but It
difficult to understand the change In
keep an appointment with him. They thing for that poor crazed woman? had dropped
were to test the irate that afternoon ; I wanted to ask Mrs. Hardin, but for
with Tom Hardin. The two men mains forever the baseless fabric of a sentiment In regard to road building
Gerty Hardin heard her bars drop
were watching a
Marshall was returning soon to
set a re- dream, unless It Is founded upon the that has recently developed.
some reason I've got Into her black behind her. She snatched her first
bellious pile. Two new trestles were deepest of all realities, the Fatherhood
books. Just the little kindness one glimpse of freedom.
to supplement the one which bad been of God. To better our social condiItlckard turned back toward ramp. woman can give another. A man finds
.
Big Saving ta Hauling.:
Rickard Was Heading for the
CHAPTER XXX.
in thought ; so Intent that a sharp It difficult. And these Mexican wombent out of line by the weight of set- tions we need close thoughts, careful
If our main highways were improved
rr had lost Its echo before the import en don't understand a man's friendfor this." She did not bear the an- tling drift Marshall's plan was being study, a diligent application of the best with permanent surface,- - we 'would
The Dragon Scores.
ratne to him. He stopped, hearing run- ship."
swer, for already Rickard was beading followed, though jeered at by reclama- methods, but at last without faith In certainly save 8 or 9 cents per ton
The Palmyra was once again on Its for the
Her eyes met his squarely. His tanMarshall and the tion men and the engineers of the IX the eternal foundations there can be ne mile In hauling the Immense Interstate
ning steps behind him. Innes Hardin
final adjustment of social difficulties, commerce that each year originates
was loping op the bank like a young talizing smile had gone. He was mak- siding. Marshall was at the front young engineers followed him.
R. company.
deer, with terror In her eyes.
"Stop the mattress weaving and and all earthly wisdom Is but as sound from agriculture, mine and forest
ing a demand of her to believe him, again; having made another of his
To Innes that wreck down yonder
"Mr. Itiekard !" she cried.
"Mr. bis request his defense. The glances, swift dashes from Tucson. This time was worse than failure; It waa ruin. dump like bell I" had been his orders. ing brass and clanging cymbals." Dr.
of yellow eyes and gray, met with
he expected officially to close the gate. It Involved Tom's life. It was his life.
Itlckard !"
"Boycott the Indians, well Tm Samuel Smith.
War Shew Need of Roads.
She was trembling. Her fright had shock, and the world was changed for Claudia was with him. She never left This would be the final crushing of his Mowed," the beady eyes sparkled at
The first great road builder of his
It
Mewtha
were to step out to superb courage her thoughts released Hardin.
"Now he's cut his own
"Out of the
of
flushed her; check to brow was glow- both. Life, with its many glad voices, the car, unless
tory was Julius Caesar, a warrior.
Willie, to talkative caller "Well, The second great road builder waa
ing with startled blood. He saw an was calling to senses and spirit the the platform to see what she could from their paralysis were whipped by throat"
r"
swore Hardin. sow that you've come, I suppose I shall Napoleon. War gave the impulse to
from there of the river work.
odd flash of startling beauty, the veil girl's still rebellious, the man's sure.
"By the eternal
sudden fear. She most find him, be
Hardin and Rickard had been devot with him. The next Instant she was MacLean left the two engineers match- have to go for the doctor." Talkative the two great
of tan torn off by her emotion. The
Rickard put out bis hand.' "Gooderas In
Caller "Why, Willie?" Willie "Fath history. This war will be ho excep
wave cf her terror caught him. lie night
To both. It carried the sound ing anxious weeks. A heavy rainfall speeding toward the encampment
ing oaths.
There was an ominous sjulet the next er says yon always make him in
Estrada met her on the run.
tion to the rule.
put oat his hand to steady her. She of "1 love you !" She put her hand In and cloudburst In the mountains of
Had Gerty heard? The pity that day. Not an Indian offered to work at
rtio recovering herself, regaining her his, then tore her fingers .away, furi- northern Arizona had swollen the feed
Dream Team.
Higher Type of Road.
ojit breath. Rickard remembered ous with them for clinging. Where ers of the Gila river which roared she must know I She would not be ten- the river. A few stolid tucks came to
better to dream of crying than
that this was the first time be had seen was her pride? When he. had timet down to the Colorado above Tama. der to Tom; her pride would be their tasks on Tuesday morning; they
It
is now necessary to build a high
The . eroding streams carried moun wounded. She must ask her to be ten- were told by Rickard himself that of laughter, for tears la dream mean er
fcer since the murder of Maldonado, She fled Into her tent.
type of road than was needed a
tare the meeting with the Mexican
Neither of them had seen Gerty tains In solution which settled against der, generous. Her footsteps slack there was no work for them. Rickard joy and merriment In real life; while few years ago because traffic Is conwoman at his tent "What waa It Hardin watching them from her tent the gate, a scour starting above and ened as she came In sight of the teats. appeared Ignorant of the antagonism laughter, when It la dream laughter. stantly changing, and is taereaatng
below It Relief had to be gives oa
She beard voices In the ramada, a of the englneem,
door.
Mtnagra difficult ctrcuniatancen.
frightened yoaT"
from year to year.
CHAPTER

XXVII

"The Indian, the murderer. Just as
they describe him on those notices. I
must have fallen asleep. I'd been
rending. I heart) a noise In the brush
and there wag his face staring at me.
Her breath was still uneven. "I
screamed and ran. Silly to be so
scared."
He started toward the willows, but
she grubbed his sleeve. "Oh, don't'
She flushed, thinking to meet the quiz
zlcttl smile, but his eyes were grave.
He, too, had had his fright. They stood
staring tit each other. "I'm afraid
she completed. How he would despise
her cowardice! Hut she could not let
him know that her fear hud been for

Continued.
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ESTABLISH RATES FOR MOTORTRUCK HAULING
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Pui in This Lead

Will Go Directly oy Motortruck to IM Dealer
IS Milee Away and Arrive In Freeh Condition.

(Prepared by the United Statee Department of Agriculture.)
The man who plana to operate a
motor truck should have a good working knowledge not only of hli engine
. but the entire machinery In general.
The wages paid driven vary In different sections of the country and for
trucks of different sizes, ranging from
$2.75 to $7.50 a day. Depreciation is
one of the heaviest annual expenses
with a motor,
loss of from 20 to
83 3 per cent of the cost of the track
each year being required to cover this
charge.
Maintenance Cost
Data collected by the bureau of markets show that the annual cost of over;
hauling and repairing the trucks
range from $100 to $900 a year.
Those truck operators who make It a
point to keep their machines In a constant state of repair have relatively
small charges to meet for annual overhauling. On the other hand, those who
operate their trucks as long as possible with no regular repairs often have
to pay a heavy overhauling charge at
the end of the year. Tire expenses, garage rent, taxes, licenses and Insurance,
overhead expenses, repairs and equipment all swell the annual maintenance
costs.
Rates for Hauling.
In some sections there are as many
1--

'

l:.

PRIMARY TOPIC God". Wtlllnsneas to
Forgive.
JUNIOR TOPIC The People of Nineveh Repent.
INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC Turning
From Bin to God.
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-T- he
Nature and Fruit of Repentance.

I. The Repentance of the People of
Nineveh
Tbe following step are noted In
their conversion:
1. Hesring the Word of the Lord
(3:1-10-

:

(".The Lord
).

commanded Jor.ah to go to
Nineveh, a great and wicked city, and
there "preach the preaching" that he
bade him. Jonah's runaway experience (see chapters 1, 2) was such that
he was willing to obey God. His
chastisement wss severe, but by God's
grace he was now ready to execute the
commission. "Jonah arose and went
unto Nineveh according to the word
of the Lord" (v. 8). So great was tbe
city of Nineveh that It required three
day to compass It ; that Is, to visit Its
very centers of activity. Jonah, coming from Palestine, doubtless entered
tbe city from the south, and during
an entire day going from center to center cried, "Yet forty days snd Nineveh
ball be overthrown" (v. 4). Since
the king's palace seems to have been
In' the south part of the city Jonah's
message soon found Its way to him. If
every preacher would preach what God
bids him there would be more cities
turning to God.
2. Believing God (v. C).
They not only believed God would
visit Judgment upon them, but believed
In God, and put their trust in him for
mercy and salvation.
8. Repented (w.
Their penitence was shown In (1)
proclaiming fast and putting on sackThese marks of hucloth (w.
miliation were shown by all, from the
king on his throne to the most humble
man. (2) Cried mightily to God (v.
8). In the midst of their humiliation
they cried with Intensity to God. (3)
Turned from their evil ways (v. 8).
The final test of penitence la turning
from sin ; It Is hating sin badly enough
to quit It.
4. Accepted by God (v. 10). When
tbe Nlnevites turned from their evil
God refrained from executing doom
upon them. It averted Judgment God
I
unchangeable. His holy nature la
unalterably opposed to sin. When men
repent from their sins his wrath Is
turned silde. This is what is meant
by God repenting.
f Repentanc
II. The Necessity
(Luke 18:1-8Repentance Is necessary on the part
of all, since all are sinners. "The
wages of sin is death" (Rom. :28).
While God is unalterably opposed to
sin he Is Infinitely gracious. His holy
nature compels him to cause Judgment
to fall upon those who will not turn
from their sins to serve him. Repentance Is not merely a matter of
privilege, but of absolute necessity If
one would escape the wrnth of God.
Repentance Is the only door of escape
from perdition. It Is not a question of
how great a sinner one la that determines tbe need for repentance, since
God cannot look upon evil : "For thou
art of purer eye than to behold evil,
and canst not look upon Iniquity"
No one can ever aee him
(Hab.
In peace unless he turns from hia sins,
God commands men to reent (Acts
17:80).
III. The Blessed Rest Its of Repentance (Acts 2:37.38).
L RemlsKion of sins. Remit means
The one who reient
to send .
Is rid forever of his sins, for he is a
new man in Christ
2. Gift of the Holy Spirit When
one la regenerated he not only Is rid of
his sins, but Ood. the Holy Spirit
takes up his abode In him. He Is his
teacher, guide and defender. These
blessed results ought to move one to
repent. The goodness of God ought to
provoke men to penitence.
).

MOST ESSENTIAL
De

moved Occasionally.

REYENTS

different systems of computing rates
and charges, for bailing as there are
motor trucks, each owner having an
original way of figuring his transportation toll. There are several factors
which should be considered In the establishment of rates in any district
The value and the fragility of the load
bear a direct relationship to the rate
that should be charged. ' Very valuable
or fragile loads Involve the greater
risk on the part of the carrier and the
tariff for the carriage of such goods
should be sufficiently high to offset the
risk Involved. The length of the haul
naturally Is another prime considers'
tlon. Road conditions directly affect
operating coots and hence must also
be considered In establishing rates.
The perishability and bulk of the load
must be taken Into consideration.
Where complete delivery Is made from
the door of the shipper to the door of
the consignee, and service is rendered
which Is not duplicated by the rail
road, this additional service must be
considered in fixing the rate. Prac
tically no rates have been established
on the basis of cost plus a reasonable
profit A satisfactory rate must be
one which is low enough to attract
business ami high enough to offer
reasonable profit to the operator.
Where conditions do not permit the
establishment of such a rate, care
should be exercised in starting a route.
BATTERY WIRE WILL CORRO0E

CLEAN OIL BASE

It Should Be Taken Down and
posits of Oil and Muck Re-

at

IX'MTO DTC3

Trouble I Caused by Sulphuric Acid
Gas In Cells, Accentuated by
Damp Air.
The Inside of copper wire of the sort
used for battery connectiona frequent
ly corrode until It la completely eat
en through, when It part and a short
circuit results. This trouble Is caused
by the sulphuric acid gas In the cells,
accentuated by tbe damp air about the
battery. If the wires are coated at
and around the terminals with cup
grease the copper will be effectively
protected from the acid fume.

Accumulation of Carbon From Cylin- - SPARE BULB FOR HEADLIGHTS
derm, Sand From Read and Other
' Particles 8hortena the Life
Splendid Plan to Mount Socket In Po
of the Bearings.
sition Shewn In Illustration-Li- ght
Is Handy.
H.
WILLIAM
President
STEWART,
(By
of the Stewart Automobile School.)
Every driver of an electrtcally-llgh- t
What a world of trouble you are
storing up for yourself If you do not ed automobile should carry somewhere
drop the oil base and clean it 8edl In the car a spare headlight bulb, as
irtent and - muck accumulate faster tbese may blow out at any time. In
than you think, and sooner or later stead of carrying the spar bulb In a
you will have a ruined engine on your
hands. It Is not sufficient to change
the oil regnlarly, as advised by the
The oil base should be
manufacturer.
taken down and the deposits removed
occasionally.
The first time you do thisyou will
be surprised at the nature of the a ecu
mutations. Small lumps of carbon
from the cylinders, sand from the
road, ev.en particles of metal turnings
left there when your car came from
the factory, have all been found In the The Spar Headlight Bulb I Used t
Illuminate the Spac Under the Hood
oil base. But worst of all Is the thick
When Work I Being Don on the
muck of burnt oil and carbon which
covers the bottom and sides. The grit
Engine.
and other particles are heavy and box under tbe seat, It is a good idea to
mount
re
a socket In the position shown.
sink to the bottom, but the muck
main even after the base I drained connecting It through a simple switch
to tbe storage battery, say Popular
of the old oil..
Usual Advice to Motorist
Science. The spare bulb thus forms a
The advice usually given to the mo very convenient light for illuminating
torist may be summed up as follows: the engine, and the socket may be
"Drain out all the old oil. Replace the found handy for attaching a trouble
plug and fill to the usual level with light.
Run the engine not more
' kerosene.
than 30 seconds and then drain the CLEAN VACUUM TANK WEEKLY
oil base. Repeat If thought necessary,
This stirs up the muck and aediment
Matter Is Removed at
which runs out with the kerosene. In Unless Foreign
Frequent Intervale Carbureter
this way the base and bearings are
Troubles Ensue.
cleaned with a minimum of effort and
without removing the crank case."
or so It Is advisable to
"Stir it up," a Hamlet says. In -- Oncethea week
drain cock at the bottom of
deed, the grit which should lie dor- open
vacuum feed tank. It will gen
mant until scraped out by hand, 1 the
be found that a few drops of
stirred up and splashed all around the erally and water will
flow out before
crank case and also carried Into the rut
Sometime It
gaaollne
any
appear.
fine
a
forms
It
grinding la necessary to
bearings.
push a wire up the
shortens
which
either
the
compound
sort
cock to start a flow of
life of the bearing or dog up the drain Inference 1 that unless any
this foroil holes, causing the bearing to run The matter I removed at
regular Ineign
dry.
earburetlon trouble may ensue.
terval
'
Injurious ReeuKa,
g
The result 1 even wore If the
system 1 on of the pleasure PLAN FOR ADJUSTING GEARS
type forcing on through a hollow
crank-shadirectly Into the bearing. Small Rocket Mirror Mounted en Iron
Wire Handle Will Be Found
Bight Into the bearing, mind yoa!
and under pressure, too i Caa any one
defend this method after realising
In adjusting differential gear diffi
what this means T It Is not a sufficient answer to aay that the oil must culty la often experienced In seeing
pas through a strainer. The finest whether the gears are meshing proprlt will always pas through and erly. A small pocket mirror, mounted
a soft Iron wire handle, may be
harm I done!
go while It I a dirty Job and a dis- used In much the same manner as a
agreeable one to remove the crank dentist's mirror. Inspection or repair
case for proper cleaning It I the only on many hidden and obscure parts I
way to give your engine the car It also facilitated by the ass of this
mirror.
really needs.
efl-tn-

ft

Sedan Screen a.
To obviate dust aad dirt getting into
the aedaa or similar closed ear during the warm weather. It Is a good
plan to lit a screen of One mesh wire
commonly used In Pullman, over the
lower half of the window.

).

Yeu Cannot Lose.
To have Is to use, not to hoard. "He
that saveth his life shall lose It." That
Is the reaaoa for spending yourself
the fact that yoa cannot lose what
yon really have; the fact that spiritual quantities are real quantities; thst
the best la us I better and stronger
than the worst If we believe la It;
that to the eye of faith. Sataa like
lightning la forever falling from the
heave of things that endure. W. H.
Blake.

Influence of the Bible. .
Bold fast to the Bible. It la the
of your liberties; writ
It precept oa your hearts, and practice them la year Uvea. To the Influence of this book we are Indebted
f ir the progress mad la civilisation,
aad to this we must look a our guide
U. 8. Grant
In tbe futar
sheet-anch-

Ood le Lev.
"Love Is not love which altera tin
The anchangeable Is Love,
Bnda."
and Love Is the unchangeable, for
Ood la Lov,
It would be thoughtful of the army
and navy to delay their demobilisation
Tap I Avtoists Friend.
Tire tape la to tbe automobllist what unta tbe public catches ap with the
a handbag Is to a Red CToa nurse, war book already written.
and a man who drive n car would
a soon think of leaving It out of hi
Much he been said about the Tan- tool box as a Red Cross none would ke soldiers bringing French wive
think of leaving a bandage out of her home, but nothing about the Tankee
first-ai- d
sea bringing homo French bunkit
-

Soft Water.
Soft water Is very much preferable
Noisy Tappet.
to hard for lining the cooling system.
noisy valve tappet, the cause of
In ease where such aa arrangement the trouble being wear, when no ad- is possible It la an excellent stunt to J justment Is provided, can generally be
place .a rata reservoir oa . the roof remedied by placing a fiber or steel
.at the garays.
washer under or over the valve ends,

The utmost patience must be used In
Never a season ts ushered In with- parture In the styles is herajded by a
dealing with a sick person. One who out a few models In suits made tlong few very rich blouses, made of two or
ill is out of balance in mind as well the lines of tbe Russian blouse, aud three kinds of lace, very skillfully
In body.
never do these suits go unconsidered. combined, or of bice with fine embroidSOME GOOD COMPANY DISHES.
e
val
There Is Just one explanation for this ered batiste. Fine fllet
s
If you were busy being true
and cluny laces, with the heavier braid
state of things and that I the
It Is a pleasure, when entertaining
To what you know you ought to do.
of this particular style and Its laces Joined to tbem by lace stitches,
our friends, to give them something
You'd be so busy you'd forget
"class." There are certain types of look very much like the work of the
unusual and attractive.
The blunders of the folks you've met.
Rebecca Foresman.
women. Including those with slender French snd are late arrivals In the
With Cider.
Ham
figures, that are wedded to the ftus-- display that will captivate many ad- Have a thick slice of
HE17PFUL HINTS.
ham cut, lay it In the frying pan and quickly sear
a cake, set the alarm
When
it over on both sides, clock, so baking
that no matter how busy, the
then add a cupful of
attention will be
sweet cider, a tablespoon-fu- l
called to the
of parsley and let It
kitchen.
simmer for an hour on
Old stocking
the back of the stove or
legs slipped over
in the oven. Serve with the sauce
the sleeves will
poured around the ham and garnish
keep a gown fresh,
with parsley.
when working In
FHed Chicken Southern Style-J- oint
tbe kitchen. A
a fat young chicken, dredge It slocking leg
over an old whisk
with flour, salt and pepper and place broom makes slipped
a fine brush for the stove.
on a platter.
In a deep frying pan,
Obstinate stains of almost any kind
of hucon, add one may be removed
try out a
by using soap with
when
hot
cupful of lard and
smoking
peroxide, then placing the stain in the
In
the pieces of chicken; turn sun. Sometimes severul
lay
applications
when brown, giving the thicker pieces of the
peroxide will be necessary. Iron
longer time to cook. Place on a hot rust is easily removed by a solution of
plntter and garnish with watercress.
salts of lemon In water applied to the
Rhubarb Baked With Figc-ove- r
sjHits, and then the bright sunlight to
well washed 4gs with water (boiling) act upon It,
and cook until tbe water Is neurly
Candles for use on the table will
evaporated. Cut a pound of unpeoleu" burn clearer and longer If kept on ice
rhubarb Into inch pieces, put a layer for a day before using. A ring of salt
Into a baking dish, sprinkle with put around the wick will give a soft,
sugar, then add a few figs; repeat steady flume and will burn all night.
until the dish la full. Add a few
Cracks and splits in furniture may
of water and bake covered be filled with melted beeswax and then
In a slow oven until the fruit Is ten- varnished, so thut
they will hardly
der.
show.
a
Frozen Boston Pudding. Grate
Swiss chard and Chinese cabbage are
of brown bread a day eld, two vegetables which should be found
pour over It a pint ot cream, boiling In every garden. The chard may be
hot, and let It stand until cool, pre- canned for winter use, making a most
pare a rich boiled custard, using n pint acceptable addition to the vegetable
of nilik, three eggs and two
for winter.
of sugar. Cook until the cusClean soiled plumes In alcohol. Shake,
When froxeii and they will be as fresh as ever.
tard coats the hhmii.
remove the rrenm to a chilled plutter
I'lneapple Juice Is a good cure for Inand cover with crumbs of macaroons digestion. Pineapple with bananas and
The cream may be packed In a mold ati orange, all cut fine, makes a good
dusted with the crumlm and let stand cuke filling. One can of shredded
three bananas and one orange
packed In Ire for several hours to desliced very thin, will be enough filling
velop the flavor.
THE SEASON'S RUSSIAN BLOUSE SUITS.
for a large cake.
Blueberry Cake. Tills Is an
dish which one never refuses.
Keep plenty of wnter In the boiling
Cream a tnhlespoonful of baiter, add pots and pans on a damp, rainy day, slnn blouse because they are wise mirers of fine work. They are very
a cupful of sugnr, and when well for tile atmosphere absorbs It rapidly. enough to choose the thing they look expensive and only practical for worn, i
In rooking rice, use plenty of boiling best In ; and there are other types that en who can afford to be extravagant
mixed, two unbeaten eggs. Beat Ave
However superb these new lace
minutes, add a teaspoonful of vanilla water, and keep It boiling rapidly at cannot wear It.
The Russian blouse Is represented this blouses may be, they detract nothing
first, so that the grains will be distinct
a few gratings of nutmeg, two
Apply soap and ammonia to burns season by suits more or less like that from the charm of dainty and for lea
of baking powder sifted with
two cupfuls of flour; then add n pint from acid Immediately, to allay tbe shown at the left of the two pictures costly blouses of georgette crepe. Tbey
flourish side by side and youthfulness1
above. This particular suit follow
blueberries. Bake In pain.
of
Grated horseradish mixed with whip- the original Itusslun blouse Its source abides with the georgettes. Two of
a loaf and serve warm with butter.
of Inspiration at considerable dis- these are pictured here, modeled on
ped cream, salt and cayenne make
lines that have grown familiar, but the
tance owing to modifications that
a good sauce to serve with fish.
The
houaewlfe will And
Its speaking acquaintance with blouse at the left displays thread em-- ,
no great difficulty In selecting a comnew features In spring styles. But the broidery so placed that It Is unusual.
The ethics of gastronomy are aa
bination of fooda thut la nutritively
marked aa those of society, and the
efficient and at the same time simple
flavor Is there plain enough. The skirt It outlines the neck, apron aud sleeves
arrangement of a bill of fare calls
ltd economical. Jordan.
Is long and narrow, and this Is the but runs Into panels at each side thst
for as much nnesae as do the functions
kind of skirt that looks best with the are extended to the bust line. Another
of a chaperon. Elwanger.
CARE IN CONTAGION.
blouse. Whenever the nnrrow skirt pretty and novel feature of this blouse
SEASONABLE DI8HES.
comes In the blouse Is sure to follow. Is the. folded ribbon girdle. Made In
Contagious diseases are due to disIn this case It has an overlapped seam dark colors to match tailored suits and
tinct living things, which are transmit
During the early suflimer months
ted from one person to the appetite needs a little urging and at one side that is split up from the worn over camisoles of wide ribbon. In
bottom and finished with buttons and figured patterns and stropg colors, this
-- another
and live like
attractive
especially
to blouse will prove a Joy.
dishes to appeal to the buttonholes. It can be unfastened
parasites upon a patient.
The blouse at the right depends upgive plenty of freedom In walking.
This knowledge will help
appetite.
The blouse takes note of current on an eccentric sleeve and a turnover
us to guard ourselves
Mutton With Peas.
la cut In sections for tb
and our loved ones from
Cut mutton In serving-size- d Styles In sleeves thut flare slightly and collar that
the spread of contagion.
pieces, brown In a
The best protection
little boiling water and
cook at a low temperaagHinst contngion is robust health. One who Is
ture until well done. Pour
strong and vigorous is around the mutton a pint of cooked
iruch less liiihle to yield to disease peas and serve when well heated.
than one less robust. Wholesome food,
Grilled Chicken and Mushrooms.
exercise and fresh air are essentials Sprinkle pieces of cold cooked chickIII comhatliig disease. An active body en with red
pepper and salt, brush
I
far less tlahle lo disease than an with melted butter and toss in fine
l
Inactive one that lias little outdoor
crumbs, place In a hot oven. Cut the
rise.
stalks from a half pint of mushrooms,
The need of fresh air, day and night, place them with two tnlilespoonfuls of
is one of the imHirtnnt factors In butter In a saucepan, dust with mace
The belief that and cook gently for five minutes, then
maintaining health.
n'.rhl air Is dangerous and sleeping in add salt, pepfier, a
tnhlespoonful of
in unventllnted room Is responsible for flour and a quarter of a cupful of
n.uch II! health. Sleeping rooms should stock. Cook until well done, then
pour
he well nlred by day, holding sunned over
pieces of toast. Prepare the
In
a
circulation
of
free
air
often and
chicken and serve around the toast.
the coldest weather maintained In the
Unusual Sponge
Cake. Separate
rooms
during the night.
sleeping
the yolks and whites of four eggs and
The enting utensils used by a pa- heat the whites
very stiff; add a cuptient, or Indeed anything else which he ful of sugnr, a little at a time, not to
ti"c or handles during a contagious M- lose
the nir in the beaten egg, then
ine, are a menace, as they are easily add the yolks one at a time, cutting
contaminated with Infectious perms.
and folding them In, not to mix. but
A diphtheria patient who hns bacilli
whites streaked with yellow.
In his mouth will contaminate spoons, leave the
In cupful of flour sifted with a
run, forks or anything which he uses. Cut
a
of the cream
Tl.ls Is also true of other contagions quarter of teaspoonful
tartar, and hake In a greased pan
diseases to a less extent. Consequently of
In a slow oven. The cream of tartar
TWO NEW ARRIVALS IN BLOUSES
too much care cannot be taken of
niny be divided and half of It put Into
that the patient hnndles.
while besting.
adopts a shawl collar that widens novelty of design that gives It charAllow no one to use or handle any the egg whites
Sour Meat Take a nice piece of slightly at the back. It takes further acter. The embroidery Is put on to
of his utensils, toys or hooks. The
liberties In the addition of a vestee and form panels and the tiniest buttons,
Utensils msy be boiled ; ten minutes round steak, lay It In vinegar with one collar of
figured satin, and vindicates set on the tab In the sleeve above Its
will sterilise them, but toys, books or onion, a teaspoonful of whole allcuff, pmclulm this the last word in
and pepper mixed, one bay Its conduct by Its attractiveness.
salt
spice,
be
cannot
boiled
be
should
that
things
In the suit at the right the fancy ot blouses.
leaf and allow It to stand for three
burned.
Is not hampered by any
re per napkins snd dishes of paper days. Brown the meat In a hot oven the designer
attempt to follow a definite type. H.iv-In- g
over
the
or
pour
vinegar
pan,
frying
care
the
of
linen
be
used,
saving
msy
disposed of the skirt by making It
at utensils, and these may be burned. and sufficient water to cover the meat
to rule long, narrow and
To ventilate a sick room without a and simmer until tender. Strain the according
Softened Color Prevail.
It and pour around plain he spent his energies on the
thicken
then
a
to
gravy,
board
four
six
Inches
disft place
Ginghams, In the most beautiful colcoat which Is a fanciful affair that
wide under the window, and of the the meat when nerved.
H has ors, are plaiding and checking themFrom Hay until late in October if puts this cult In class where
same width; by shutting the window
rivals. It has a collar nod selves for service. Muslins and mull
down on this board, a current of air the season Is warm, we will find a crop not many
end curious and dimities suggest old garden days.
will come up between the sashes, keep- of delicious food Just for the gather- vest of striped tricolette
admired strap effects at the Organdies daintily decorate themmuch
but
field
mushroom
may
The
easily
of
a
fresh
circulation
without
ing.
air,
ing
selves in shsdow disk, stripe or flowbe learned and It will quickly be rec- aide that turn up at the bottom and ers. And
a draft
coot in large bone buttons.
everywhere colors, not the
When airing the room, place an open ognized so that there need be no dan- end on the
in blouse are not bright flamboyant colors that gossip
new
arrivals
I not wise to ever
The
It
In
It
eating
umbrella over the head and shoulder
ger
Intro- began to whisper several months ago,
of the patient, cover with a blanket pick any mushrooms before learning very different from the model
but a nice softening of tones that are
season,
of
the
the
duced
at
beginning
kinds.
a
the ordinary
and open all doors and window for
too soft to be considered brilliant, and
touches
show
but
original
little,
they
covfew minutes. Do not remove tbe
with two mnch character to be pastels
make
that
of
In
details
the
finishing
er until tbe room has become warm
Just lovely colors.
The only new de-them
interesting.
again.
Removing Spot on Woolen Cloth.
Daily Thought
Colored Fabrics Best
Plain
Spots on woolen cloth may be reSCRAPS
To receive honestly is the be
moved by using sulphuric ether, which
used
for
still
are
Plaid
materials
thsnks for a good thing. George Mae children's
clothes, but most mothers, should always be applied with a piece
The grf'n deficit in Germany is re- donald.
and small daughters as welt, are a bit of the same material as that of the
ported to be 2.000,000 tons.
tired of checked gingham and tbe plain goods being cleaned. If possible. Thin
Small buildings are being erected la
Once a Lady Always a Lady.
s
method is recommended ' as being
linens and
Sweden with bricks made from peat
British Weekly Delicate ot chronic cbambrays,
harmless to tbe life of the cloth and
are
weave
In
or
generally
crepe
plsin
A patent has been issued for a pin lady received in a charming house.
.
effective.
preferred. In silks, plaids are highly
Cuhion that resembles a cactus plant Boston Transcript
dresso. conand
approved,
be
to
Italians
are
thousand
Thirty
A Pretty Blouse Style.
stating of blouse of white crepe de
Of Little Use.
put to work in the devastated regions
One of the prettiest bodice styles)
and skirt of plaid taffeta or plaid
"Riches." said Uncle Eben, "hab chine
of France.
for girls of ten, twelve, shows a flat bodice fropj .with
Aa electrically heated blanket for wings. But some of 'em sin' no mo' silk gingham,
to the back
fourteen
and
Tears, are . extremely ends which go- around
thde
fen
dan
Minnede
his is has been patented by a
possessor
real use to
v
tie there.
n very serviceable
smart
j - .e
-r
an na an ostrich," - ,,'v
apolis man.
It la better to say, "This one thin I
do." than to aay. "These forty things
I Cabbie In." Washington Gladden.
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t Market

IjJomeri Will

(Br REV. P. B. PITZWATBR. D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago)

REPENTANCE.
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The drafted man who wa not called
now knows that all statements to tbe
contrary notwithstanding, he was not
In the army or he would recei ve n $66
.
.
v"
henna, V"- - y
.

i

.-

..-.-

property. He has installed a
power engine and has reached the
120 foot level. So far as he has gone

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL CITY HEWS III BRIEF
NEWS REVIEW

General and Personal
TmijrrirwH?'vrWM'w'w'
Mrk. F. E. NodinK spent the week- end it Albuquerque the guest of Mrs.
W W. Strong.

(Continued from page four.)
Prof. J. A. Wood, superintendent ing and stockraising250 enterprises.
acres more
of the Belen schools returned home They are breaking up
this week. Owing to his efficiency for wheat, and have prospects for a
and successful school term just pass-Mr- bumper crop this year.
Co
A. MacArthur
shipped two
ed, he has been tendered the position
for the coming year at an increased cars of hides and pelts during the
past ten days: they also shipped two
salary.
carloads of beans Wagon Mound
B. Earitkson, merchant and Sentinel
banker, and J. E. Pardue leading
attorney of It Sumner spent yes'er- - Mosquero Farmers Organise
comThe farmers of Mosq-iertiay nerc on nii.siiiess in connection
w ith the Ft
Sumner irrigation dis- - munity have formed an Association
d the proposed reconstruction with I.. W. Wilson as President and
r'
A. If. McGlothlitt as Sec'y, for the
f 'he irrigation system.
in the com
purpose of
, Jccms h ,
e.er,.. are aKaill inun'ty
interests in the future. The
thej, olt, job in SanU Fe. TllMe object is to plan to harvest, thresh
and market their wheat crop on the
may be their motive, should be pun- - most practical, expeditions and ecoshed in a manner that would leave nomical
system and handle all other
'matters of
interest in
as teaciiiug
as
mat us common Koycommunity
wet
oiners.
.
.
.
. .

CHURCHES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

satisfied with
ore that gives
ton silver; he
talc that goes
ton. Hillsboro

down he is very well
the outlook. He has
returns of $1.10 per
also has encountered
85 ouncecs silver per
Advocate.

fit dance at the Library hall
night. The proceeds will go to
fund being raised by the troop
the war orphan. Punch will
served. AI. Morrison's orchestra
furnish the dance music.

Here and There Over the State

J. J. Koonatf, of the Western
Transfer company of Deming. has
established the Hillsboro Transportation company which is now ready
to take up the matter ot hauling all
classes of material.
They are fully equipped with trucks
ranging from one ton to five tons
rapacity.

The Delphin

oooooooeoooooooooaooooeoooooooooooooooeeoeeoeooooocoo
Welceaae Hone Party ler Boy
SMILE, JUST SMILE

to-

the

for
be
will

Club has announced

that an invitation dance will be given
at the- Library hall tomorrow night.
Al. Morrison's orchestra has been
The plans for the Welcome Home
for the event.
party to the returning soldiers and The Cave Dwellers held a
regular
sailors, to be held on May JOth, Decoration Day, an almost completed session in the New Museum Thursusual
which
as
night,
proved
day
and the committees that will have
charge of the different parts of the very entertaining. Gustave Baumann
in the
evening's entertainment have been presented the theme "Interest
selected. It is the intention of' the Common Place". Dr. J. A. Rolls pre
Red Cross chapter, whose members sided.
are behind the project, to make this The Board of Managers --of the
welcome to the young men from Santa Fe Woman's Club held a
Luna county who went to the war business
meeting at the Library hall
one that they will remember all the-afternoon. A literary and
Tuesday
lives, and everything possible will be musical program followed.
it
instil
of
to
done
into
that spirit
The Fifteen Club will be enterfriendship and appreciation that the
so
boys
rtchly deserve, The funds tained by Mrs. Rupert F. Asptund
for the entertainment were raised and Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter at the
by the Red Cross Shop, which held home of the former on Marcy street
a special carnival for this purpose, this afternoon
and raised $32605.
If reports are correct there will
The proceedings will begin with an
address of welcome by Mayor R. F. be more than one pretty June bride
Hamilton, and there will be other in Santa Fe next month. Here's
brief speeches, followed by commu- hoping that they will live happy ever
nity slinging, after which there will after.
he presented a series of tableaux
Mrs. Ralph E. Twitchell has rechosen for their appropriate connec
tion with the welcome to the soldiers turned home from a pleasant two
and sailors. A luncheon will be serv weeks visit with Mr. and Mrs.
ed, and the rest of the evening will Twitchell, of Arizona.
be devoted
to dancing. Deming
Mrs. James W. Norment and tittle
Headlight.
daughter Mary Sadie will leave Sunday for Mississippi to visit relatives
Three Ladies Win Honors
The captured German .helmets and (friends for several weeks.
awarded the ladies of Valencia county for work done in the Fifth Lib Luna Memorial To Be Dedicated
Next Tuesday morning the Antonio
erty loan were given to Mrs. George
Hoffman, Mrs. John Becker, Jr., of lose Luna Memorial .building, re- Ftetn nrl Mrc TMcfnri VfimKaf rnt1v roiTlnlpteri An tllft Mew Mlrir.a
-

Though the day be sad and weary.
And the way seem long and dreary,
It never wilt be better if we fret
J. F. O'Brien has returned to
For upon the inside lining
her
Valley ranch from an
Be sure the sun is shining,
v. it in Now Orleans.
So give a smile and with a smile
be met.
Senator J Smith Lta and J. K.
We can always make life dreary.
John sou of Ko.wdl spent several
We can always make it cheery- -It
iiy at the aj.,ial on official busi- depends upon each of us when
rat.
SOCORRO
we meet ;
So let us all keep smiling,
Many Tlioite of Ro.weM. heavilyThough our troubles may be piling,
im.ie.ie.l in j.ropu.ed oil developWh.f. Tb Us-eIt will help to make our journey
,,,c,i. ... .he TYco. Valley, was a busi-- !
is made that 60.000
Announcement
much more sweet.
res, v,,,Un at the cap.ut th.s week
tons of ice have been placed in cold
Selected.
for next July. What good
storag-in the month of July
will
ice
be
Sumrirr. foitorrly with the field
when all the cocktail and highball The Annuel Electioa
of ibe U S. land office this
Of the Santa Fe Woman's Club
.
places have gone out of
making
wan here Sunday attending the
wilt take place on the 27th of this
Chieftain.
Socorro
business?
iipi'siojy .'..sum of the Knights of
month at the Library hall. The bal"
"
'
fol'inibus Hi- lift fie following day!'"-lots containing the names of those
New P. M. At Reserve
Head
of
.n
at
,m
Las
.Vl
Buys
C.ttl.
Mrs.
Vegas
f
Walter F. Martin, who is entitled 18
eg'ie
J. K. Gaunt has recently been ap- nominated for office have been sent
carloads of cattle were shipwhere she hi, been li.ttinjr relatives., ,,, ue called the big orchardtst of
to the members of the club. The
from Roy Monday comprising pointed postmaster at the hustling candidates
'''e
reports that there is a ped
are: Mrs. F, C. Wilson
of Reserve. As
1,400 head of good yonnir stock sent little western town
William R iilard, Master Jack Hal-- verv county,
for
this
fruit
filc prospect
Mrs. Reed Holloman, first vice- year, to
Denver and from there on to Gaunt is the local banker and now and
u;, , u.r
aH, Mi.s Miri Mberts and Mist :,.,,,,
h
the mail handler, all he has to do president. Mrs. H. C. Yontz, re
'uh '.burl ernun arrived in the Bal-'i- r the severe winter.
Apples, plums Wyoming to the immense pastures to
him in with the editor of cording secretary, Mrs. Howell Ear-- j
I cai
Sm.itay from Roswcll. Miss and pears promise. well. Estancia owned by Mr. Anreny who took a the put
Arizona Kicker is to start a nest, treasurer. Mrs. Geo. Prtchard.
Oii.it
a
from
similar
some
load
tra;n
here
from
rriurr.ing
Hen .1.1.
newspaper, be elected mayor and chairman of the Art and Literature
weeks ago.
nit rnonibs vis t with her mother
pin,
the duties of the local I. ot Department, Mrs. Thomas White
Mn Ror Qnarlrrmm of that city OLD SOLDIER PASSES
George Rav who wis in charge assume
first director and Mrs. R. J. Palen,
P Magdalena
of
the
collection
of
and
to ,pernl the summer
purchase
jiit
second director. Mrs. R. S. Sptnd-ler- ,
AT AGE OF SEVENTY NINE these cattle received a . he k from
h'i v rh ncr jistrr Mis. Wyly Par- chairman of the Civic and WelJames P. Doughty,
age seventy Mr Aneenv for the sum of $74,41)0.00,
TAOS
fare Department, with Mrs. Anna
nine died at his home on Agua I'm and the freii'ht paid at the Rov
Townsend
as first director and Miss
1ms been appointed Street, May 17th
after an illness of Depot am. muted to nearly $5,000.00.
in f A. R
Stella Sloan second director.
Plexe
Old
Beautifying
'
tor
several
re
the
Roy
years.
i.ui
.;uty .'tiairman
f. v
Mr. Doughty was hum in Illinois.
.The County Commissioners
of
i uiit l"Vrton work, whuh
Santa Rita Boy Scouts
w 'I he
As the result of the robbery of W Taos, since regaining possession of The
mi
month
War he served as
A, Thru' the
Through the efforts of F. J. AnIn!!
!..
lull Principal
tn.clo fur
tn.e
Musician, with the 54th.. M. Pl.ickelt, who was dec:delv under the village park have made excellent derson
have secured an of Los I.tinas. The' county exceeded Military grounds will be dedicated,
.''ilhr a iim members-- givinv' all the Regiment of Illinois Veteran Infantry the influence of ln.'"r. Faust'ne improvements. Grass seed has been excellent and others
camp site near the falls, its quota by about $17,000 and these 'The ceremony will be very simple.
After receiving- h;s dis-- . Marline
was hound over to the sown, and many new trees planted. in the vicinity-oys tn I tho-:attending Volunteers.
hi i fe Il Inn
n
f
absence of Captain lironson at.
that town. Shacks three ladies have the honor of
school the iplrndid charge, he settled in Kansas wheie isrand jurv for relieviiv him of $145. The little square in the plara will
Num- curing the most subscriptions among Cutting, the donor. Lieutenant Mig
of
the
to
belonging
.company
be
a
df
S'"Oii'
Santa
evincthe
this
to
until
he lived
summer,
training.
removing
beauty spot
I'., Warrants have alo been issued for
i!t.iiiii,
11 dump have been turned over the woman s committee.
A. Otero, Jr., will turn the builduel
ber
of a few
about three years ago.
the arrest of two par'ies on the ing the progressiveness
over to the state of New Mexico,
the boys for their temporary use
to
ing
a
in
and
Mr.
widow
leaves
who
believe
the
of
citizens,
Wag-Doughty
boo'teBfyirinr
energetic
charge
J. H.
'ili.e
and the Board of Regents, for the
and material has been generously Successful Church Benefit
upbuilding of the community.
s.id Assistant Superintendent J. the following children: Mrs. Ki.t-V- .
supplied, whereby they will be able
The committee of the M. E. Church use of the New Mexico Military
W.
'iiiir
l.ae lal.eri many trips heth Kirkwood.C. J.S. (). Doughty. Mrs.
and in charae of the box supper given Institute. An address wilt be delivto enjoy their
OTERO
sports
Fruit
th
few
Splendid
Crop
Doug.hty,
Dou4hty,
weeks,
addressing thejK.
in.t
A large fruit crop has been re- other work connected with the Scout last week at Hope realized $214.00 ered by Governor Larrazolo, and the
in virions towns in Edith Jacobs. F. M
Doughty, J P.
iri i l.iit.ni:
movement. The ramp will take place from the enjoyable .event. $3.50 was music for the event will be furnished
Mrs Cloudereft Bank Director
f'i- ported by the fruit growers in the the last two weeks
,istr. 1 li. y retiort cvell. nt pro- - Doughty. .1 F. Doughty, and
in June and will the lowest
Some three weeks ago the State vicinity of Taos
prce paid for a box, by the Institute band.
The plum trees be m
e. rss long the educational line. Mr. Vera Sei.lel, who were with him when
of
t. Thurber while one gentleman
Mr. Howard
Record in its News Review published along the beautiful drive-wafrom and R. charge
Wjgt.er left Wednesday afternoon (he end came.
I..
Ferguson.
Medals Awarded Students
May paid $30.00 for his supper.
Funeral services wi e, conducted bv a list of the directors of the newIaos to the Indian Village arc now
for Ci.l bad where he will address
The annual elocution contest of
'I.
iadi.itiNi .lavs From there he the Rev. John F. Measrll, at tlie bank at Clotideroft which was in- - in full bloom, affording a superb Delightful At Home Pert
Gives
Chicken
Dinner
Society
St. Michael's College was held TuesThe complete list of sub-- j sight, with the grand old Taos nioun- w it .... to K.iswell to attend the 'First Baptist Church at 2:30 P. M complete.
Mr. and Mrs. Arrighi
A
Sunday
night
success
decided
and
socially
night in the New Museum, which
iiMirii.'.iremi ut exercises of the Mili Monday. Interment m the Mationat .stantial local citizens fleeted direc-- j tains hs a bark ground.
entertained about fifty guests at a financially was the recent .chicken day
was largely attended by relatives and
tors is as follows:
("enictary.
beau- dinner
'"iv l.rit.it;v
at
their
Sodelightful
Ladies
given
Aid
the
party
by
given
If. M. Virkery. Chail-friends. The young men all showed
n..wnell.
tiful home on Cerrillos street, in tety of the Carrzozo
TORRANCE
Baptist careful training and delivered their
C A. Kedic, G. A. IW e'liheimer. P.
of
little
their
honor
Church. The proceeds amounting to themes in a most pleasing manner.
daughter
W. Hickson, I. W. Hendr x and I.eei
who was confirmed last Sun- $4500 will be used toward the reMAY 12, 1919
The following were awarded the
Wilkerson.
A
furnished
the
Mountainair
orchestra
Red
day. - stringed
Recently
modeling of the Baptist parsonage, gold, medals : Manuel Montoya, 1st
intermanschoice
durine
Cross
selections
of
donated
four
sacks
is
the
of
which
work
now
under
pinto
Stock Shipped To Tx
grade, who recited, "For My CounRang
beans to the Children's Home in Al- - vals from 8 o'clock to 12 P. M. De-f
1,
I.'
C. ..I.... try", Phill:p Van Vleck. Sth ?rade.
licious
were
served,
refreshments
whose subject was "Gaulbert's Vicfrom Alamo 16 cars of mixed
shipped
rS Pruu!,Sr
....
I
Box
Benefit
f
i
acknowledged
.liy
Supper
ir.
tory", John Gilde, a freshman, theme.
and line iiir
nuMPi lit
idcpj
is president of that institutu.n.lMr.. Dills Honored
At Yeso a box supper was given "A
Um..
Dream of a Mar , and
Child
..,r T.,i,. T., Tll,whrf
which
so much for thej Mrs. I. D. Coolev entertained in a recently at the school house, which Bernard
has
done
I,
fflllief
some
mnre
evneet
til
will
Wood,
sophomore, delivermanner
the past was largely attended by a jolly party ed, "Give Me Liberty
Pmr orphan and little homeless ,mot delightful
f
t,..:r i,,.;r,
or Give Me
$449,673.87 tr, !..., III,.,
,,,,,, rw,
,1.
0;)IU
,,,,,v children.
l
1,1.,,,,
Kastern
the
of
Star
matrons
and
some lively bidding took place Death",
county range. Sam Swope, who has
of
in
Mrs
honor
Lucius
Dills
of
20,154.35
was
realized
rom
success$!.'4.Jft
the
Tl.illijs
'been charge of the Stanley ,nu'r"i J. N. Wood Round Mound will Santa Fe. Roses in
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HOUSEWORK BY ELECTRICITY
is a Ivvin t women. Think of running the
ma'chinc with the weaving treadle. Of do-

:

ing the washing without hack breaking
lahor. It can all he done and we shall he
Very 'glad indeed to prove it to you. And
the cost is not excessive. Come and see how
electricity will do nearly all your house-worlc.
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loose joy'us
j'ou flush your
smokespot with Prince Albert it hits
"'s'ii' you so fair and square. It's a scuttle full of jimmy
pipe and cigarette makin's sunshine and as satisfy
is
it
as
delightful every hour of the twenty four!
ing
.It's never too late to hop into the Prince Albert pleasure-pasturto give you more
For, P. A. Is trigger-read- y
tobacco fun than you ever had in your smokecareer.
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Cerrillos Lump
Cerrillos Eg'g
Grate
O'Mera Lump
Su'arite Nut
Riton Lump
Smithing Coal
Yankee Lump
Anthracite, all sizes
Steam Coal
Curd Wood, Sawed Wood, Native Kindling
OFFICE Montezuma Avenue
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.
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That's because it has the quality.
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Quick as you know Prince Albert you 11 write it down

that P. A. did not bite your tongue or parch your throat
And, it never will! For, our exclusive patented process
cuts out bite and parch. Try it for what ails your tongue I
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